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Job ?risible

Drug Co.:
SAVE on all
needs.

Roberts Elected To
Head County Judges

HE . NEWS

— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Ten

JN

Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, Decem

Volume Twenty-One

' Chicken

umber Fifty-One

Barbecue.

BAPTISTS TO HAVE
HOLIDAY PROGRAMS

iayroll cheeks
tomers.

of
program
An impressive
been arChristmas music has
ranged by members of the First
Baptist Church for Sunday. Decwhen
ember 21
morning and
t%eniag services will be held The
Morning service will feature the
Junior Choir of the church with
a sermon by Dr. H. H. Boston.
The evening service beginning
at five p. m. will consist of a
ptuie .eading and prayer by Dr
Boston and many lovely musical
renditions by individual members
of the church as well as group
singing by the choir.
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The program is under the direction of Mrs. Walter Voelpel
with Mrs. J. U. McKendree
as
organist. In the evening a sacred
religious program, depiciting the
nativity scene will be held with
teases Anna Jean Edwards, Bettye Gregory and Jane
Warren
and Hal Warren and Lin JohnJudge Homer Roberts
son
participating.
—Staff Photo by Polaroid Land Camera.
The public is cordially invited
Fulton County's Homer Rob- his brother George operated the
erts, judge of the county fiscal Roberts Clothing Store. Eleven to both services.
court was paid a signal honor by years ago he ran for county Judge
county judges and moved to Hickman when he
other Kentucky
early this month when he was began serving his first term. He Little Carolyn Moore
served as magistrate Critically Injured
president of the Ken- has also
elected
tucky's County Judges Associa- from the First District.
A quiet and unassuming man, Saturday afternoon about 5:30
tion. Judge Roberts is presently
served the little Carolyn Moore, two-yearserving his third term as Judge Judge Roberts has
county court efficiently. When he old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robof the Fulton County Court.
in f.rst took office the county had a ert Moore, fell out of the car,
Judge Roberts was born
driven by her father, as it rolled
Fulton County and reared in the bonded indebtedness of approxidown the gravel driveway near
community near the Lodgeston mately $555,000. Today that inSchool. As a young man he moved debtedness is less than $300,000. the W. A. Voyles residence
North of the Fairgrounds. He.
to the city of Fulton and with During his term Of office an exbuilding program four-year old brother, Eddie, altensive road
has been accomplished and is still so fell out of the car but his inuries were only minor.
NEWS PRIN'I'S
in progress.
Judge Roberts has two sons,
rushed to the
Carolyn was
David and James Lawrence, stu- Haws Memorial hospital for treatdents at Hickman High School. ment of a severe lacerations of
The meeting at which Judge Rob- the skull which required many
held in stitches.
erts was elected was
Louisville on December 10 and 11.

On the editorial page of today's
News we're pitching bouquets to
Sebra Evans, trainmaster of the
nkl. 1r9rt but
Mine* .

HICKMAN SHOWS
HIGHEST RATE
Hickman, KY., apparently has

ter g
4rtVitr
IfttY
week tends to take a little of the compilation showed today.
aroma away from that living bouIt was listed as $1.85 on each
quet. On the morning in mention $100 of assessed property valuawe were rushing madly to Mis- tion. The assessed value is that
sionary Bottoms to get the maid placed on property for tax purto take her out to our home in poses.
the Highlands. As usual we were
The compilation, published in a
running a little late so we decid- booklet, showed Wolfe County has
Fticeville
ed to go around the
the highest county tax rate, $1.15,
Valley and Paducah the highest schooldown
bridge, cutting
at
railroad
the
cross
Street to
district rate, $2.07.
Browder's Crossing. On approachsome cities
The booklet said
ing the crossing we encountered a had not levied their 1952 taxes
long freight train and waited for at its publication date and added,
question
it to pass. Just as the caboose ap- "There may be some
proached the crossing the train concerning the legality of a few
stopped and the end car blocked of the local rates."
the crossing. We waited exactly
It noted assessed values for real
eleven minutes for it to move be- estate on the average may be as
fore we just had to go around the low as 30 per cent of the actual
viaduct on Lake Street extension. value of the property.
We might add that at least four
were also
trucks and six cars
waiting on both sides.
After getting the maid we decided on the same labor-saving
route as chosen the first trip, and
there still was the blocked crossing. The trucks were still there,
they had no alternative since they
were too large to go under the
viaduct, but some of the cars had
decided to move on the other way.
We waited again for seven minutes and had to go around the viaduct again. We have no idea how
long the crossing was blocked.
Mr. Evans this happens several
times a day. Traffic through the
city by tourists and trucks helix
our merchants, but we'll wager a
would chose any
truck driver
other way, if he could, to. by-pass
the city. A tourist will remember
the crossing and come through
here only once if he is delayed at
least 30 or forty minutes by such
privileges taken by the railroad.
This suggestion is given youin
the same vein as your talk before
the Lion's Club. And while we're
at it, we might remind you that
your company is the largest employer in this county. A program
of civic development among your
employees, sponsored by you,
would be the first step for us to
follow. Many times your employees have.contacted us for a program of civic development. You
have no idea how eager they are
to improve their living conditions.
Won't you be the first to help
them?

JOHN wAlls HEADS
STATE FM MTS.

KenJohn Watts, a Western
tucky farm agent since 1938, was
elected president of the Kentucky
County Agents Association Tuesday at a convention in Lexington.
Watts, one of the state's most
outstanding county agents, is head
of the extension service in Fulton County. He was transferred
to Fulton in 1946 after serving as
assistant county agent nearly
eight years.
assigned to Carlisle
He was
graduation from
shortly after
University of Kentucky in the
class of 1938.
The Woodford
County native
won a distinguished service
award from the National County
Agent Association in December
of 1948.
HEADS SCOUTS
At a dinner meeting of the Dry
Lake District Boy Scout Committee held at the YMBC Hall last
night, Stanley Jones, owner of
the Jones Plumbing and Heating
Company. was named to head the
Committee for the year 1953. Also James Allen Willingham was
selected to serve as the District
Scout Commissioner for the coming year.

This Week:-

14 PAGES

We dropped in the coffee shop
TWO SECTIONS
this week for a bite, and came
aimkinds
following,
across the
Shop early for Christmas
lessly. scribbled on a paper nap(Conthmed on page 14)
anionporninismainnimamninsonsiona

Honored. in 1950

E. E. Williamson

Completes Basic
Training In Texas
Thomas W. Hawks, 17. son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Hawks, 204
Bates Street, Fulton, has completed his AF basic airmen's indoctrination course at Lackland
Air Force Base near San Antonio,
Texas.
His basic training has prepared
him for entrance into Air Force
technical training and for assignment in specialized work.

Attebery, Owens Are
ted Demo Leaders

The Fulton News is today nominating Governor Lawrence W.
Wetherby-"Kentuckian of the Year" in the annual competition
sponsored by the Kentucky Press Association. The award +oval be
made at the annual Mid-Winter meeting of the association to be held
in Louisville late in January. Votes will be cast by member of the
KPA.
At the same time the News is asking for nominations for Fulton's "Man (or Woman) of the Year" selected each year by this newspaper. For the past two years, the News, in cooperation with a secret
civic committee has named an outstanding Fulton Countian as "Man
of the Year" in recognition of oustinding, or unusual contributions
to his community during the year past. E. E. Williamson, general
manager of Browder Milling Company was named in 1950. W. L. Holland, superintendent of schools was named in 1951.
This year the News is opening the contest to the public for suggestions. Elsewhere on this page is a nomination blank. In not less
than 25 words, or more than 50, state in your nomination the reasons
for your selection. The News will investigate further the nomination.
All nominations will become confidential property of the Fulton
News.
In selecting Governor Wether- then, "will be based on concepts
by as their choice for the "Ken- of morality and honesty consistbest ideas of our
tuckian of the Year", the News ent wi,th the
democratic form of
concurs wholeheartedly with the American
W. L. Holland
Courier-Journal when tliey said: government,"
Lawrence Winchester Wether- "Three peaks arise from the dayFor Kentuckian
by, 44, has exercised a high de- to-day level of official routine.
of the Year
"First, he has stood behind his
gree of iholesome power in the
Control
Beverage
one year he has been Governor Alcoholic
of Kentucky by election of the Board and State Police in trying
to destroy gambling in licensedpeople.
"The energetic young Governor liquor places.
"Second, he has appointed a
thus far has met squarely the
pledge in his inaugural address career man, rather than a politician, to every key vacancy occurDecember 11, 1951.
"My administration," he said ring in the various departments.
"Third, he has not faltered in
pressing forward the first longLegion To Bring
range program of treatment ever
andertaken at the •.lental tio,pitChristmas Cheer
als. Space limits here forbid furAlexandMembers of Marshall
ther discussion of this much-diser Post No. 72 of the American cussed subject."
to
drive
a
conducting
are
Legion
Governor Wetherby, by exerreceive discarded toys that can
renewed and cising such wholesome power in
be repaired and
the
State has gone a wog v. ay tobring Christmas cheer to some of
ward restoring Kent u••Iciens faith
the children in Fulton.
Anyone wishing to donate toys in Kentucky. In carrying out a
prcgi am of ealun.:.ne irirlu.trisl
may bring them tt Sonny Puckwith other resqurett's Service Station or the Amer- development,
ces of the State, he
arto
ican Legion Home..
Gov. Wetherby
g long range peel/Ilan el keeping
Kentuckians in the' +tat* icor
theii future. The entire program
Plans
in the balance tie good of the
lies
Si. Edward's
State and a brighter tutu: e is still
Playlet For Sunday
ahead for the Commonwealth of
Kentucky undet the capable adSunday. night, December 21,
ministration oi 1:•iwreece
Win
o'clock, the little
1952, at 7:30
y
cheater
folks of St. Edward's Kindergarten will present their play entitled "What! No Christmas" under
Winning Team Honored
the direction of the Sisters at the
Church School.
With Steak Supper
The names of the children who
Monday night at the Derby
will participate in the program
Cafe, Coach Uel Killebrew, was
are: Susan McDaniel, Bobby Hyhost to the Bulldogs of Fulton
land, John Schwerdt, Ruth Ann
High, who won the basketball
Woodruff,
McIntyre, Charles
game from South Fulton Friday
James McIntyre, David Bayer,
night. Because of illness Coach
R.
Jane Edwards, Joy Fagan,
Killebrew was unable to be prePaul Westpheling, rn, Michael
sent.
Dill, Ruth Ann Woodruff, Rozetta
Coaches Sam
Short and Jim
Dunn, Irvin
McIntyre, Carol
Cowan were
present together
Cash, Jerry McIntyre, Judy Berwith Paul Argo, Charles
Sawron, Stephen Schwerdt, Stuart
yer, Larry
Cavender, Jerome
Voelpel, Bernard Harvey, C. W.
Mulcahy, Bobby Toon, Donald
Davis and Thomas Russell.
Kimbro, Jimmy
Lowery and
Charles Sevier.
Honored in 1951

DR.BAIRD IS
VISITING HERE

SF Undertakes Project
For Riddance Of Rats
Monday and Tuesday of this
employees of South
week, the
Fulton were busily putting poison
out over the city, recommended
Health
by the Tennessee State
Justin Attebery
Department, in an effort to eradiBilly Blackstone, Mrs. James cate all rats in the area.
At a meeting of recently electproject
This is a worthwhile
ed precinct committeemen and Warren;
and is conducive to raising the
committeewomen held Saturday Fulton Precinct No. 4A—
at Hickman, Justin Attebery, cirHarry Potter, Mrs. V. L. Free- health standards by reducing disease hazards.
cuit court clerk was re-elected to man;
serve another four years as head Riceville No. 3—
of the Democratic Committee of
Mrs. Foster Funeral Rites Held
Clint Workman
Fulton County. Al T. Owens, city ' Edwards.
For Alvin Williams
commissioner and co-chairman of Wolberton No. 4—
the Democratic party's county
Wednesday morning at eleven
Lorene
Mrs.
.rver,
C
Glenn
campaign in November. was electo'clock funeral services were con_
ed secretary. Both elections were Howell;
ducted for Alvin Williams, who
decision Of the Palestine No. 5—
the unanimOus
Estone Browder. Mrs. Jamie died in Connersville, Ind., at the
small number of persons present
Methodist Church in Water ValWade;
at the election.
ley with Rev. L. B. Council offiCrutchfield No. 6-Mr. Owens succeeds Jennings
Richard Byrd, Mrs. Delma Bin- ciating.
Kearby in the post of secretary. ford;
Previous to his transfer to ConMr. Kearby was not a candidate Cayce No. I—
nersville, the deceased had been
for re-election. Mr. Attebery, a
Effie
I. W. Hammond, Mrs.
employed,, as superintendent of
life-long Democrat and prominent
Roper;
the gas plant at Paducah.
in Democratic circles both in Ful- Jordan No. 8—
Surviving are his wife; one
ton County and in the State is alDick Polsgrove, Mrs. Grace daughter, Mrs. Frances Penningvice-president of the State Williams;
so
ton Of Natches, Texas, three
Circuit Clerk's Association.
State Line No. 9—
aunts, Miss Ada Pigue; Mrs. MinThe News Is herewith publisnLuther Hutchison, Mrs. Ester
nie Pigue and Mrs. Pearl Pigue
ing a complete list of committee- Davie;
Mrs. Charles
of Water Valley.
men and committeewomen elect- Roper Store No. 10—
Winsett, Hugh, Oliver, Bertes and
ed at the various precinct, on
R. P. Fields, Ruth Johnson.
Fulton, 011ie
Allie Pigue of
December 6.
Court House No. 11—
Springs,
Fulton Precinct No. 1—
C. K. Davis, Mrs. Richard Thompson,. DeFuniak
Fla., and Mrs. Len Burroughs of
Jerry Jones, Mrs. Charles Gre- Goalder;
Aberdeen, Miss., are cousins.
Clinton Street No. 11A—
gory;
J. B. Sanders, Mrs. Katie PlumFulton Preeinet No. Z..County Judge Homer Roberta
Arch Gore, Mrs. Martha Rob- lee;
of Hickman was a visitor in FulCounty Barn No. 18—
erts.
(Continued en page 14)
ton Tuesday afternoon.
Fulton Precinct No. 3A—

Danny Baird
Daniel Baird of Fulton, Kentucky was one of 135 students at
the University of Tennessee Medical Unites in Memphis who groduated at commencement exercises
there Monday night, Dec. 15.
Mr. Baird, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. D. H. Baird, received a doctor of dental surgery degree. He
Fulton High
is a graduate of
School, and attended the Univeisity of Kentucky and Vanderbilt
University in Nashville f.rior to
the enrolling at U-T.
Mr. Baird will begin duty at
the Air Force Base in Colorado
Springs, Colorado, as a First Lieutenant beginning January 1, 195e.
He is the husband of the forr'er
Joan McCollum of Fulton, Ky.

Fultonian's Mother
Dies Decernhem 12
Mrs. Emily Irene
Wade, 89,
died Friday morning, December
12, at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. J. H.
Harrison, 313 Carr
Street, Fulton, following
a
lengthy illness. Funeral arrangements
were in
of
charge
the
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
of Dukedom.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. John
Mann, Martin;
Mrs. Charlie Fullington, St. Louis;
Mrs. George Fullington, St. Louis;
and Mrs. J. H. Harrison of Fultoh; three sons, Roy Wade, Route
4, Mayfield; Jim Wade, Route 2
Fulton and Herman Wade, Route
1, Fulton.

I NOMINATE FOR

MAN (OR WOMAN) OF THE YEAR
NAME
ADDRESS
OCCUPATION
ATTACH REASONS FOR YOUR
NOMINATION
•

• Sebra Evans' Speech Brings Lots of Talk;
Next Step: What Can We Do About It?

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by ileisellars

Sebra Evans, trainmaster for the Illinois
we li;e, so we disregard the invitations to
ed)0g
Central Railload and a native Fultonian cerleave.
tainly proved himself a courageous man at the
But what concerns us about Mr. Evans'
meeting of the Lion's Club last week. He was
speech is: "What are we going to do about it."
courageous because he was speaking words of
As a newspaper we feel that the responsibility
truth, but sometimes people don't always like
to lead such a movement rests partly on our
to hear the truth, especially about a communshoulders, and yet we hate to be somehow ality they love.
-ways pointing out a project that needs to be
On the other hand, Mr. Evans was well
done. "You're always griping," someone once
qualified and entitled to make the speech he
told us. It wasn't griping you know, it was the
did before the Lion's Club, a progressive and
seine type of constructive criticism that Mr.
civic-minded group of Fultonians. Mr. Evans
Evans has so sincerely given.
was born and reared here. His roots are here.
—
Indeed, what are we going to do about it?
His love for his community cannot be questMr. Evans has no doubt had many a warm
ioned and we feel sure that he spoke from his
handclasp offered him since his talk. The asheart and many a Fultonian is today applaudsistanoe of many another has been offered
.
ing that speech.
but can the entire thinking of a community
In the event you failed to hear Mr. Evans'
be changed?
speech, or read the full content of it in the Ful-.
Yes, within the frame-work of apathy is
ton Daily Leader we would like to mentioni
also a frame of mind. Its the Fulton frame of
that his talk was pointed at the apathy that
mind. Its the business of "its always been that
exists among local citizens, businessmen and
way and don't make yourself unpopular by
working people. In effect he says we're asleep
trying to change it." And there's something
at the switch, if we might use a railroad term,
9,4,17.10
else, too. Many a good sound businessman has
and that the wheels of progress here are sadly
refused to serve on various committees bein need of overhauling. He saidethat Fulton is
cause the results of a decision might work a
„„ig, 11111111111111eR
,
deteriorating, rather than growing along with
hardship on his business. Yet, we cannot seem
the communities around us. He said that the
'In appreciation of your past business, Mrs. Argyle
to convince the merchant who wants to do
,
entire community gives the new-corner, the
something that a better community, a more atthis one wall be on the house
tourist and the visitor a view of complete distractive community and a growing community
interest in the matter of forging ahead as we
is the real attribute that will show on his cash
should be doing, what with bustling activit
y
register, and for the better.
all around us.
Prom Tee Files:
At this busy Christmas shopping season
The talk his created
much
discussion
there is a rather itnportant item for a meramong the local citizenry. Nine out of ten
Fulchant to consicer, and its this. "If 75 per cent
tonians have agreed with him. Occasionally
4./.4. Mods
of the purchases made by Fulton people were
we hear the stock remark: "Well, if he doesn't
made in Fulton, the volume of business
in this
like the town, he can certainly leave."
This
town would increase more than 50 per cent."
we have had said to us many times, when
we
E5 YEARS AGO (Jan. 6, 1928):
Hundreds of local residents have gone out of
& Sons did the brick, stone, and
have made suggestions as has Mr. Evans,
Guy Floyd Irby, well known concrete work.
but
town to do Christmas shopping that well could
we have not been offended. We live
and
highly esteemed Fulton citihere, inbe done at home if things were different.
tend to live here a mighty long time, and
zen died at his home on
want
Carr
Get the ball rolling, Mr. Evans, we'll be
W. M. Hill, well known brick
to be ever so proud of the community in
Street,
Thursday afternoon, Dec- manufa
which
right with you.
cturer and contractor will
ember 29.
leave Sunday for the southwest
He was a native Tennessean,
where he will visit relatives and
born at Whiteville, Tenn., Dec. 12,
raise about $12,500 a year. The parking
points of interest.
meters
1876. In 1905 he came to Fulton
were installed instead.
and engaged in the drug business
Officers for the City were electwith his brother, T. H. Irby. In
Mr. Merchant might immediately revolt
at
ed at the City Council meeting
1906 he
an occupational tax, because he believes
marrie
d
Miss
Maude
that
Elizabeth Earle of Bardwell, Ky. recently. They are: Bailey Hudthe entire burden of public imprOvement rests
State Fire Marshal J. T. Underwood, Jr.,
He is survived by his widow, clleston, Chief of Police; Hebert
on
him.
That
may
be infinitely true. On the
urged Kentuckians — in the interest of
his mother, a nephew, who he Finch, City Attorney; Lee Roba safe
other
hand
city improvements—good streets,
and sane Christmas season—against the
reared, Lee Elden Earle, one sis- erts, Chief of Fire Department;
use
good lighting, good parking, attractions for inof combustible Christmas decorations and sugter, Mrs. Ola Seddons of White- Bertes Pigue, Water Works,
dustry, good schools and other civic appurt
vile, Term., and a brother, T. H. Treasurer; Thomas H. Chapman,
gested that some children's toys introduce serienCity Clerk and Tax
ances first benefit the merchant because
Collector;
Irby of Fulton.
•
ous fire hazards that require extra precau
it
tions
keeps business at home and
Funeral services were held at Fulton Advertiser, City Printer;
attracts other
during the holiday season.
and
Dr.
D. L. Jones, City Physicibusiness as well.
the home with the
Rev. C. H.
Recalling last year's tragic Christmas fire
Warren pastor of the First Bap- an.
Don't forget the News publishers are merin Tijuana,tower California, when 34 person
tist Church, conducting the servs
chants and the tax would affect us as well
died and 98 others were injured in a fire
as
Mrs. D. D. Peeler passed away
ices. Interment followed in the
re- •the next fellow. 11 such
a
tax
were
Wednesday
levied we
sulting from a blazing Christmas tree, UnderFairview cemetery.
morning
about 7
would
consid
er
it
good
adverti
o'clock
sing because it
at her home in Riceville
wood suggested all follow "good sense safety
would
bring
to
the
at
the
city
age
the
H .H. Murphy, one of the most
of 55 years.
things
rules" for a fire-safe holiday.
that we
want people to see and enjoy. It would
popular young bankers of FulShe is survived by her husbana.
also
He issed a number of safety adminitions
ultimately bring those people into our
ton,
has
resigned his position at her father,
one son
office
and one
which urged that children should not be
the Farmers Bank and is associ- daughter. The funeral and
left
and into our news columns, and that's what
burial
at home alone; that inflammable d-,coratio
ated with the well known hard- took place
ns
we want.
Thursday at Pinson
be avoided; that in lighting only electric lights
ware firm of A. Huddleston & cemetery near Water Valley
.
be used, never candles, and particular precau
Co.
Serm
onet
tions be taken that wire not be frayed or
Glenn
te
of
Lane
the
of
Week
Clinto
n,
sucVernon Duley, formerly a resideceeds Mr. Murphy as assistant dent of
fective.
Fulton, but who has been
CHRISTMAS BELONGS TO THE
cashier at the Farmers Bank.
living
in Prescott, Ariz., for some
Underwood urgeii, too, that electric trains
CHRIS
T
CHILD
time,
was accidently killed there
not be piaced under a tree and that chemical
M. I. Boulton, the general prop- Sunda
(By Rev. Joseph Manton)
y morning by a fall from a
sets be used cautiously by children and grownrietor of the
Fulton
Marble
cliff.
.
He
THIS
was so Beverly injured
CHILD was not only new. He was
ups alike.
Works has leased the
Chisolm that he died within an hour. The
news! Only instead of newsboys shouti
buildi
ng
it
ng
on Fourth Street,
"It is unwise to let younger children have
re- body was brought back to Calon the street corner, angels sang it in the
cently vacated
skies.
by the
toys involving flame or pressure," the Fire
Snow- vert City, Ky., for burial and Guy
It was the front page of the Gospel—and that
White
Motor
Compa
ny and will Duley, brother attended
Marshal continued. "They are dangerous in
the funword "Gospel" is the sturdy old Saxon way
open up a general repair and ma- eral.
of
young hands — and should be handled by oldchine shop. Also dealing in autosaying "Good News".
er persons only with utmost caution."
mobile accessolies, tires, etc.
His Birthday was the best news, the greatMiss Rubye Robey entertained
The Fire Marshal's attention was called
est headline of history. But when the
with a lovely party last Thursday
story
Snow-White Motor
by postal authorities to the fact that it is illegCompany night. The guest list
broke, like most "Extra's" it took the
included:
town
moved into their new building Otto
al to ship explosives through the mails — after
completely by surprise.
Bradley, Raymond and Maron Fourth Street, adjoining their vin
Underwood had turned over to the postal inColtha
rp, Misses Onez
But why must this same blunder happen
Mcold location.
spectors catalogs giving mail prices of fireAlister, Mary Brown, Mary Colevery Christmas? This ehristmas? Why must
Built at a cost in excess
tharp,
of
works.
Bertha
McNatt, Pauline
some of us go on making Bethlehem's mistak
$50,000, containing a department Humph
e
reys, and Allie Mai Clark,
"A good way to have a safe, sane and
all over again?
to furnish service for every part Colon
Humph
reys,
practical Christmas is to avoid dangerous itJen Purcell,
of automobile and covering more and
WHEN THE ALMIGHTY took the first
Jack Sanders.
ems that endanger life or limb," he concluded.
than 13,000 feet of floor space,
Christmas Star and
pointed with it to the
the new home of the Snow-White
Child in the Crib, He was teaching people
Mr. and Mrs. Rol Howard enthe
Motor
Company is.the largest tertained Friday
lesson of every Christmas to come.
night at their
structure of its kind in the city home
in Riceville with a delicious
Things would change of course. Things
and one of the most magnificent
Christmas dinner. The guest list
have changed. This Christmas the heaven
in the state.
s do
included the following: Mr. and
not echo the carols of shining spirits. Instea
Tandy Smith, Jr., of Paducah Mrs.
d,
Grill and daughter, Buton
thanks to the radio, the heavens will ring
was the architect, and L. H.
How- of Crutchfield, Mrs. Wneet Wiley,
with the carols of men. Shepherds will
ard of Fulton superintended the
not
No news recently on the City Park proand Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Howard
construction,
stand'ankle-deep in the straw of a stable, but
while W. At Hill of Riceville.
ject. We assume that the committee appointed
chauffeurs_and
engineers and
nurses and
by the City Council is studying methods by
housewives will kneel in orderly pews. You
which to finance the project.
see, everything has changed—the only thing
basi Ohorrifix:
The other day we heard a suggestion that
left of the original Christmas is Christ.
bears serious consideration; that is to levy
an
AND
CHRIS
T
IS
not a thing. He is a Peroccupational tax that is based upon a merson! So the bright beam of the Christmas Star
chruft volume of business. The suggestion is
dgadavold 644101MakIN1
must
focus
on that one person, not on many
based on the Paducah plan, whereby a one
things.
mill tax is levied for each dollar of gross busiDon't spend too much time
When Gen. MacArthur wrung
wondering
ness. Thus a man doing a $25,000 annual gross
war and peace, and finally paid
whether those slippers you are sending Aunt
the hearts of the nation last year him a rather
would be assessed $25.00.
handsome $18,009
Harriet are quite big enough—or are they
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too
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when our nation was desperate
Trouble with this sort of thing is that they
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that solution to
have said,"What about Him? This is His day!"
General
MacArthur has done the Commander-inat the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
Chief.
IT IS STILL His day. At least when we
great service for his country. So
the United States postal act of March, ling.
What
are the
mothers and
give our presents, we give them in His spirit
have millions of other men.
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of ten of thousands of GI's
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Then we shall not be tying up perfume or
General
MacArthur has been serving in Korea thinking
today?
gloves or neckties or fountain pens, but tender
There is. . . nothing that keeps the heart
amply rewarded for his services. Is MacArthur still a
great popuness, thoughtfulness, love. And gratitude
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clothe
hero?
d,
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still the great leadwith enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
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gratitude to the God Who became one of us.
Is he still the man who
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peace.
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who provided him his education, genuin
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e solution and wasn't just
paid him a good
salary during talking through
his amply gold-
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braided rat when he said is. ;Lad
one, he has oeen derelict in his
duty in not reporting it to his
bosses, his employers—the people
who keep him in handsome luxury on a most generous pension.
He has been derelict in refusing
to relate his solution to the taxpayers.
General
MacArthur himself
would not hesitate for a moment
to deal swiftly with any such
insubordination on his own staff.
The people who are paying him,
it seems to me, are Showing'
infinite patience. But the
General
can exhaust even our patience.
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only LICENSED embalmers in Fulton who are connected
with a Funeral home
Mrs. Yates, Lady .40ais4.M.
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REED BROS.FEED & SEED CO
449 COLLEGE STREET
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DINNER
Enjoy a delicious
dinner here served
in the pleasant
atmosphere of our
modern dining
room.

Delicious Steaks
Testy Chops
Golden Fried Chicken
Seafoods
Plate Lunches
Sandwiches

—OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY—

ZIPPY CAFE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY
JOE HORNER

Highway 51 Just North of By-Pass
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"LIKE KISSING SISTER"

IRMINGER HONORED

Lexington, Kentucky's 14-14 tie
with
Tennessee
marked the
eighth deadlock in the 59-yearold series and the most points
scored on the Vols by the Wildcats since 1935. U. K. Coach Paul
Bryant once mused that" a tie is
just like
kissing your sister."
Care to bet he still feels that
way?

Lexington — Steve Mellinger,
Kentucky's
candidate for AllAmerica honors, already has been
selected at end on the NEA honor elevers and piceea as the number one offensive lineman of the
year by Football Digest
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There are 7,200 known active
cases of tuberculosis in Kentucky
CHURCH SUNDAY— today.

AVOID THE CHRISTMAS RUSH ON LONG DISTANCE
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not feel consumed with intellect- that they seem as much alive as
ual curiosity. Maybe they did not the brothers and sisters of the litGirl?
"hunger and thrift" after know- tle girl in Wordsworth's "We Are
Ms. and Mrs. Jack E. Diming of
Norfolk, Va., are the proud par- "BECOMING A BACK NUMBER" ledge a long time before it came Seven." Where are the years that
ents of an eight pound, ten and
Yesterday was my
birthday. by. What used to thrill me when have gone? Where are the years
one-half ounce. baby girl, Jane How old I am is nobody's busi- I was at the age of most of my that are yet to be? What is this
Marie, born Saturday, November ness, but the things that I rem- students seems to leave them per- artificial way of measuring life
29. 1952 in the Bethesda, Md., hos- ember make me fully as old as I fectly cold. It is hardly fashion- by marking off a few days and
pital.
am. It would not do for me to able on the average college cam- calling this period a year, anyMr. Dnning is the grandson of pretend to be a mere infant after pus now to be enthuiastic about way? To those who knew the old
Mrs. Stella Ellis of this city.
all the years that I have chroni- anything, especially learning. family nag there is no death of
It's a Boy!
•
cled passing institutions. It hurts, From where I sit that looks like such a memorable institutions; to
Mr. and Mrs. James Dedmon, just a little, to reflect that one is advanced
sinility rather than those whose years have brought
La Center, are the proud parents himself becoming a passing in- plunging, daring, adventurous experiences that last, old age is
of a six pound, six ounce baby stitution, as queer as horse-and- youth. By way of a sort of par- a fable, the calendar a cheat.
boy, KY? Littleton, born Decem- ,buggy days or Grigsby's Station, able, I asked a young woman tober.. 10, 1952 at the Fulton hospital. "back where we used to be so day how long it had been since
lhappy and so pore." Just today I she had climbed a tree. As long
trees, somebody
found a sentence that intensified as there are
Phone 470 for Job Prtive
this feeling about becoming a should climb them. And why not
, back number: "To watch one- a wholesome young girl from the
self becoming a back number and open country, who is vigorous and
Accurate
,a fossil cannot be a pleasant ex- happy?
perience, even if our friends find
The snows of yesterday. which
WORKMANSHIP
it out sooner than we do, and hide
Villon has made so faAt Low Cost it from us with ironical civility?' Franois
mous, are no
more geie than
Watches, Clocks and Time These words of wisdom are from thousands of things far
more
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate- . the pen of Dean Inge, of St. Paul's tangible. It would be easy to enly Repaired at Low Cost by— Cathedral, London, himself
a umerate
passing and passed
marvelous illustration of grow- things until all of us would be
ANDREWS
ing old gracefully.
sad and wearied. But, like the onJewelry Company
The thing that often intensifies coming of age itself,
none of
this feeling of being a contempor- these passings have been sudden
ary of Methuselah is that a large or noticeably so. The old family
percentage of the younger folk do nag did not die out in a year or
dinner on the
not know what I am talking a- even a decade;
bout. I seem to spend half the ground did not cease just after a
spread at Sulphur
time explaining what I have said memorable
In the other half. My words are Springs or Pleasant Hill; the little
one-roomed
school did not
not the words of the modern
freshman; it is necessary to trans- succumb to age when the
last
late most of my words in advance exhibition was over.
Some of
or afterwards, often at such these passing institutions gradullength that the corny joke I have ly merged into other institutions
told or the homely illustration I that have become equally interhave used becomes stale before esting and memorable. Even the
gone for keeps
the point of it can be made clear ones that have
I get a good deal of satisfaction have left such tender memories
out of feeling that the words and
ideas of some of the freshmen are
as remote from me as tn,, words MARTIlli-SENOUR
- con;"+,
are from them, but vn,
derrms the oldster as an old fogey
because he does not keep up with
the latest language of his youngest contemporaries. That last sentence is hardly true, for I really
MERRY
keep up with much of the modern
CHRISTMAS
music, modern huirom, modern
ED IN SONT
small talk,
slang, and modern
yliorinneriorsood
=
because I love to feel
and 1,..t wan.: for tine
chiefiy
Miss fASTI asan interest in growing things„ But
Soluirsplore Rower*sod proNow Year
s;
Ikeliessroltz
i
r
become,
quite
kr/ft
it is too easy to
Nib ilosprookot
painlessly, a mere singer of old
SOH&
THEI
songs, a teller of old jokes, a be- reliriCt 501 *it 11001$
TELEPHONE
liever in old things.
Maybe the idea oi wilct con- Exchange Furniture Co.
FOLKS
stitutes a challenge to living is
Plume 3$
207 Church
changing, but I still seem to myself to be perpetually young and
inquisitive. If I have any special
crow to pick with my younger
contemporaries, it is that they do
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Make Your Calls Early!
LONG DISTANCE telephone lines will be crowded oa
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day in spite of the manly
new circuits we've added. Many soldiers will be calling
home. Well be on the job doing our best to put all cails
through but there will be delays. Youll get faster service
if you make your calls before Christmas Eve or after
Christmas Day. Whenever you call, you save time when
you call by number.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company

ig New'53 FORD

THE NEW STANDARD OF 1HE AMERICAN ROAD!
ir,8,,k
9

ste

CONVENIENT LOCATION
—We are on Lake Street Extended (Highway 45

I tien

North) across from the Coca-Cola Plant

with
trona
tittro

Wish 41 "Worth More" features.
Ws worth more Wisest you buy *... worth more when you IOU hi

FREE PARKING

This'58 Ford sets an entireiy new standard
tor the American Road. For in this big
new Ford you'll find 41 'Worth More"
features that give you more of the things
you waist... more of the things you need...
than ever 'adore in low-priced car history.
You'll find the "Go" you need to handle
today's long-diatanoe driving. You'll enjoy
Ford's sew Miracle Ride that brings you
the smooth, quiet riding comfort you need

CO
NE 620

DAY AND NIGHT — ALWAYS A PLACE TO
PARK RIGHT AT OUR FRONT DOOR

lot toda,x's level parkways or rough, rutted
byways ... plus nearly effortless steering,
and parking.And you'll see beauty
that belos, wherever you may drive.
When you see this new Ford at your
Ford Dealer's, you'll understand why it is
worth more when you buy ft... worth
more when you sell it. You'll agree that
here, indeed, is the New Standard et the
American Road!

A few of the 41 "Worth More" features In the 1953 Ford

CHOICE OF V-S OR SIX
Ford's lossors 110-h.p. high-compression Shale.
Star V-8 hos a portnor for thrifty "Go" is the
101-h.p. low-friction, high-comprsasion MIleoge
Alicriur Si.. Ford Mitoinotic Power Pilot gives
Isiels-compressiop "Go" wit' h rocvlor pas.

COMPLETE STOCKS
•

All of Your Favorite Brands of Wines
Whiskies, Gins, Etc.

Lake Street
Liquor Store
Lake Street Extension

none 320

IP I

Fulton, Hy.
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Miss Jane Austin Becomes Bride Of
Mr. Joe Pat Burton Monday In Corinth, Miss.

daughter, Sue Clark 0¢ ailemea.
Illinois, to Henry Mathis, son of
Mathis of Muyfiekl,
Mng Daisy
Kentucky.
Miss Clark attended Stilghasta
Wet school three years. In April,
DMZ she went to Chicago, where
the is now employed at Spiegel's,
Inc.

Mb.Brenda Corn To Wed Mr. Relied Sows
In(Met Cluavk &awning,In Late December

Of great social importance this at this section. He attended Texas
Was Alma Phillips sad Mrs. holiday season is the announce- 'A. and M. Carew and loft his
Jack Austin were hostesses to a ment made today try Doctor and studies there to vohmters for the
was gradudelightful miscellaneous shower Mrs. Forrest Albert Corn of Lea- Air Corps in lig.
e. Ark., of the eagagenient and ated from eclacer candidate school
Monday night at the home ofMrs.
marriage of their in that branch and was dischergWales Amain, honoring lam Ed- approaching
die Matlock. popular blade-dad daughter. Brenda. in Mr- Robot ed in 1045 with the rank or capMr. Mathis received his dis,following hi, &sof James Albert "Dubin'Huey of Wade Snow of Polka and Lou- tein. In raw.
charge from the Armed Forces,
sots
Kr.
of
the
is
eke.
Mrs.
Snow
Troy. The wedding will be solemcharge, he was manager of
and has been in Germany since
Company and left
nized Sunday, December 21. at Harvey Caldwell of Fulton and phhuu Ire
October 3, 1951. Be is now embudown
buy
e,
j
jaw
here
in
Loathe.
Snow
of
R.
Cot
Jack
his
Church.
Baptist
the First
ployed in Detroit
The honoree was presented • The marriage will be quietly sol- Dem in Lurkeire.
Kim
Miss Clark has chosen
vrtute carna- erarstred at
Irma:tad ccrsage
Mips Corn was a recent vtor
the
PreshYtertan
Church in L000ke in late Dream- n ratan.
Elsie Simon of Chicago to be her
tions a gift from the hostesses.
maid of honor.
Several games and contests ber.
The wedding will take place
were enjoyed, after which the
The bride-elect is a n...intier
Institute
Carr
June 8. 1953 at the Water Valley
h000ree opened her many lowly a prominent Lonoke family whose
Program
Baptist Church in Water Valley,
and useful gifts.
forebears were indentified with Presents
Kentucky.
were the civic and cultural developDeletions refreshments
Students of Carr Institute preserved in the evening to the fol- ment in that State.The family has sented their Christmas program
SENATOR VISITS KERR
lowing invited guests: Mesdames lung been associated in the medi- this morning, Friday. December
Maurice Barham, Whayne Bias- cal circles of Arkansas. Miss Cern 19, from 8:45 to 9:45 o'clock, to
Mks Sae Clark
State Senator Wayne Freeman
see. Jr, John Gatlin, Jean Miller. attended the University of Ark- whicn the public was invited.
MISS SUE CLARK
was in Fulton Wednesday makMarvin Crocker. Herman Sams. ansas where the was poptuar on
ing his periodic trip around ins
program, the AND MERRY MATERS
Following the
Harry Hancock, Del Huey. Jr., the campus. She was a member
district visiting friends. He said
Paul W. Huey, Clella Cherry, Jim of Delta Grannie social Sorority. students returned to their home 11INGAGEMSET ANNOUNCED
Clark of the trip was primarily to wish his
G.
0.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
at
east
parties,
their
for
roams
of
Holland, Wales
is
grand-eon
B.
Mr.
the
D.
Snow
Austin.
which school recessed until Dec- Fulton, Kentucky announce the constituents a Merry holiday seaHuey, mother of the groom, and the late Mr. and Mn.. R.
attractive son.
engagement of their
and Melvin Matlock, mother of Wade of Stdton, pioneer citizen. ember 30, 1951
Sue
bride-elect Mimes Martha
MIgigign
G.
Holland. Sue Brown, eStty
infirarairigraireigriggirigirsregraigagigignirairigraggringCCRO
Walker,
Buckingham, Roann
Si
Linda Sams. Kay Cherry, Jean
A
Hyland. Donna Patterson, Shirley
Easley, Shirley Hamra. Pat McA
'
Kenzie, Vivian Matlock, Nancy
A
Breeden. Betty Meacham. Donna
A
Pat Bragg, Winkle Voegeli, the
honoree, and the hostesses.
713
sent gifts but
The following
A
were unable to attend; Mr. and
A
Mesdames
Mrs. V. J. Voegeli,
A
D. Phillips, Ethel
Jane Burton,
Butterworth. Bill McKenzie, Bill
A
V
Hoiland, Jean Fenvrick. Beverely
It
Bob
C.
Hinkley,
Hagan, James
A
Hyland, Earl Collins, J. A. WillFINE GLOVES
ingham. 0. C. Linton, L. P. CarA
In pigskin and other leathers
ney,0. E. Nanney, G. A. Thomas.
IA
John Verhine. J. T. Hart, Lee'
It
$3.50 to $7.50
Henry, Fred Holder, Ernest Hancock, IL C. Sams, Jr., C. P. Bruce,
I
Smith Brown. Elizabeth K. Davis.
Misses Mary Martin,. Joy Smith.
Janet Verhine, Dale Henry, Betty
Sue Johnson, and Bonnie Cherry.
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beautiful
wore a
The bride
heaven "olue dress, a Daryl creation with a matching hat encirclod with pearls. Her accessories
were black velvet. Her corsage
•
was pink carnations.
Girl Scouts Enjoy
1
Mrs. Burton, a junior at Fulton Party At Derby
The double ring ceremony was
t Go Wrong With Gifts From Franklin's!
'
You Won
performed in Corinth, Miss., Mon- High School, plans to continue
Sunday night at 730 fifty -six
day morning, December 15, at 9 her studies there.
1
attended Sedalia Girl Scouts were entertained with
Mr. Burton
o'clock in the home of the Church
a gay party and Christmas dinner
of Christ minister, Bro. Lindsey High School. He is a graduate of at the Derby dining room,. which 411,
Correspondence
the American
A. Allen.
School in the Cass of 1952. He is iwas decorated in keeping with
Mc- the Christmas season. The ban- dz.
Mr. Thomas Howell of Crutch- .'mployed as electrician by
quet table was decorated with
field and M ss Ova Mae Bauldin Graw in Paducah.
1
,
lighted candles and greenry and 111
of Fulton attended the eouple.
The couple left Immediately afthe Christmas tree held many
ceremony for a bridal
ter the
gifts
trip to Cumberland Falls, Ky.
Miss Susan Adams Weds
The group sang Christmas carUpon returning home, they will
Neil Etheridge Sunday
make their home with the bride's ols alter which they were served
a turkey dinner. Then gifts were
Mr. and Mrs. Howard H. Ad- parents.
ams. 301 Carr Street, announce
exchanged_ Each girl in the paIlb
the marriage of their daughter, Fulton City Schools
SPORT SHIRTS
trol received a girt or Girl Scout
V
10
Susan Adams. to Neil NV. Ether- Meet Fire Requirements stationery and pencils from the
* A wide array of solid colors, vik
idge. son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim J.
patrol leaders. The leaders also
fancy patterns, in various weights
According to Supt. W. L. Hol- received lovely gifts, and Mrs. Joe
Etheridge, Futon.
and materials.
from
a
letter
he
received
has
land
solemnized
was
The wedding
Hall, the troop leader, received a
at
Fire
Marsha
State
Assistant
14,
December
1
_
1
1
afternoon,
from
the
set
Sunday
wooden salad bowl
*
$4.95 to $7.95
1952 at four-thirty o'clock in the Frankfort to the effect that an whole group. The Girl Scouts are gib,
First Baptist Church, Hernando, inspection of the local school sys- going to sell tickets for the Polio
Miss., with the Rev. Grant Clark tem indicates that.all of the rec- Benefit basketball game to be
officiating. They were accompan- onunendations made by the De- held January 2nd.
gig
ied by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray partment have been satis factorily
met.
Brown of Fulton.
CUBS HAVE PARTY
!ft
In meeting these requirements
As the wedding vows were exIlk
Cub
are
Scouts
having
The
has
the
of
schools
fire
safety
the
changed, Miss Betty Banks. ortheir Christmas Pack Party to- cal
ganist softly played "Oh Perfect iren greatly insured.
Make a gift that's sure to please! They're sanforized and tailnight. (Friday) at the First Meth- cis
bride wore a plum
Love". The
V
at
*clock.
7
Church
Atodist
Justin
Court
Clerk
Circuit
ored for trim fit.
colored dress of irrect-mcent taf1
in
will
be
Tripp
Mrs.
Nelson
a
was
visitor
of
Hickman
teberry
neckline
sweetheart
feta, the
charge of the program.
afternoon,
ESQUIRE SOX
edged in seed pearls. She cairied ir. Fulton Monday
——
11
a fiCaltillThCaRfltiffilERIMMEINENINIONENOINIfilElltit Cal
Argyles, fancy patterns, solid col- 7
a white Bible topped with
ors he'll likel
white orchid circled with valley
lilies. Tiny satin streamers cas65c to $1.50
caded gracefully from the bouquet. Mrs. Brown wore a wine
EASY ANSWERS TO GIFT I
taffeta dress with matching accesArrow Handkerchiefs
sories and wore a corsage of yel.
chrysanthemums
low and gold
The bride graduated from FulWilson Shorts
PROBLEMS!I
ton High School in 1951 and has
attended Union University, Jackt
i
L
, Loaded
K. Eimer
son, Tenn., the past two years.
Hickok Jewelry, Wallets and Belts
Mr. Etheridge graduated rrom
Down 'Alai A ratFulton High School in 1949 and
wers To All Your
has served with. the U. S. Armed Forces two years, the past
Wilson Undershirts
BEAU BRUMMELL
Gift
Problems ...
Koin
spent
twelve months being
TIES
rea.
Shop Today!
After a southern wedding trip
in a selection great enough to suit
Alligator Raincoats
at
be
will
Etheridge
Mrs.
Mr. and
any man; patterns dots, stripes
PaStreet,
Georgia
2828
at
home
aI
and colors.
"
SMART GIFTS FOR"
HER
ducah. Ky.
Other out of town guests at the
Ca:
$1.50 — $3.50
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Mr. and Mrs. Wales Austin of
Fulton. Kentucky are today anflouncing the marriage of their
daughter, Jane Austin. to Joe Pat
Burton. son of Mr. and Mrs. liarry Burton of Tri-City. Kentucky.
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The government
the front page the following: former dairy.
from him
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large
division of
cows,
Egypt." They continued, that by place of nearly a thousand
a handful
taking away the wealth of the there were only about
ditch
, large land owners and giving it left, tied on the irregation
was no
I to those who had nothing, there banks in which there
un- longer any water running. In the
would be a wonderful and
were
once fine house, there
known prosperity.
fampublication to "camped" about a half dozen
To have that
ilies, living in squalor. The whole
head such a communistic and place was one of desolation. No
WLW's handsome vocalist, Dick
socialistic statement was rather children played and no laughter
Noel, thinks that Christmas shopupsetting.
was heard. One old woman came ping requires more brawn than
I thought of a time when they up to us and told how they killed
brains. Diek's spare time between
the sows to eat them, when they programs these days is well ocand
other
eat,
to
else
nothing
had
buying Christmas gifts
things that were a discouraging cupied in
and family. Dick and
friends
for
ton
of
woe
Connaugh
tale
her
up
ending
and
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Dr.
she said, "Don Senor, if we only the Bellaires are heard on the
Telephone or come in for prompt,
had those good days back, when "Dick Noel Show" at 2 p.m., EST,
Veterinary Service
Monday through Friday
vou were here to help us!"
expert service. We carry complete
807-R
PHONE
remembered a U. S.
Then I
stocks of Pittsburgh Safety Glares
General
Government report that showed by R. M. Critchfield,
or CALL 70
part' and body hardware.
employed on large Manager of Pontiac Motor Dithat those
Graduate Veterinarian
tracts of land under good super- vision
vision produced much more per
prices for 1953
Pontiac list
Fulton Paint & Glass Co. Located on Martin-Fulton
unit than those who ran their start at $1788.38 for the Chieftain
Highway.
little farms here and there over Special Six, two-door
no Church St. Phone 909
sedan.
the countryside, regardless of the Pontia's DeLuxe Chieftain Eight,
fact that they in many instanc?s four-door sedan, which is expecthad purchased these farms them- ed to account for about 50% of
selves.
next year's volume, carries a list
It puts the wheels of progress price of $2009.51. Price reducWagons run
in reverse when you take from tions on Station
the strong and give to the -weak, from $28.00 to slightly in excess
in an attempt to make the weak of $100.00.
strong.
All 1953 Pontiacs will be offered with either a six or eight-cylFOR ALL'ROUND
inder engine with G. M. HydraMatic Drive and Power Steering
FAMILY EPIXOYMENT
optional.

Card. Tis &Lase"

Need New Safety Glass?
LET os REPLACE IT

We stock only the latest models!
WESTINGHOUSE - ADMIRAL - PHILCO
MOTOROLA - RCA
Boorsters, aerials, parts, etc on hand for oomplete Installation
and maintenance.
—YOUR TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS—

ROPER RADIO SERVICE
Phone,1540

324 Walnut Street

PONTIAC REDUCES
PRICE OF MODELS

Phew 474 for Job Printing
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day because mixt of the boys are
going to Hickman schooL There
crowning of the
the
will be
Queen, Friday.
Mrs. Hugh Jackson, teacher of
the primary room, brought some
small chairs for the smaller children. They were delivered by the
Hayes Trucking Express.

West

Saturday, oecemner 8 at 1
o'clock the boy scouts of Milton
school met at the school for awhile. About 1:30 they started,
they were led by their scoutmaster, Mr. Herbert Washington.
every
will meet
The boys
Thursday. Tuesday they will meet
et the school instead of Thurs- —GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—

There
Line Mi
at all the

eni

war,
and
Christmas-time is drawing nearer and nearer, and NOW is the time to come to Warren's
week.
each
little
a
and
down
little
a
Pay
stock.
gift
varied
large,
our
from
make your selections
and your gifts will be paid by Xmas.

PARKER & SHEAFFER PENS ELGIN WATCHES, $33.75 op
IDENTIFICATION
HAMILTON WATCHES,
4.50 up.
BRACELETS
$64.00 up
COMPACTS
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND
OTHER WATCHES,
RINGS
DRESSER SETS
from $19.75
MEN'S RINGS
WATCH BANDS
SILVERWARE SETS,
BULOVA WATCHCOSTUME JEWELRY
$33.50 up
ES, $27.50 up
WEDDING BANDS
ZIPPO CIGARETTE LIGHTERS
RONSON CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

I

1
111

fru

USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
$1.00 Holds Any Gift Till Christmas

A

Our TruV
bring you
ton broa
range of
And for a
—a piped
or cont,
Middy or c
sleeves.
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Pontiac, first General Motors
Division to unveil its 1953 cars,
today announced price reductions
up to $100.00 on certain models
with no price increases on any
models in the line, in spite of an
larger body,
entirely new and
wheelbase, completely
longer
new mechanical and engineering
features.
This announcement was made

IQOF
See ourriOrar
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demonstration I

We Invite yes to
prove to yourself that
you ger more value
for every dollar whoa
you s•loct a now
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Dear Friends:
As the holiday season is drawing near, we take this
method of sincerely wishing you and your friends a happy and
merry Christmas, and a most successful and prosperous New
Year. You are always welcome at Ford's.
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Sincerely,
your friends,

MAIN

Plus

THE
EMPIRE
A LAVI

31.1•

Yt
1113

•Big Super-Freezer
•Double-Easy Qukku be Ice Trays
• Meter-Miser mechanism

Ale

• Rust-resistant Shelves
• 111g, All-Porcelain Hydrator
• lifetime Porcelain interior
• New Food-Safety Indicator

Iota 2114404 S044

• Beautiful new styling

P. C. Ford
..eversi Sizes
to choose. Glee
a
Frigidaire this Christmas!
Low Down Payment,

Neal Looney

Ytt
1
13

pow

Pete Peterson
16

Located on Lake Street Extension across from Standard Service Station and
across from Orpheum Theater.

1
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ON NEW 1.0W
TERMS 1
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Latest

reseimasr

This Ye
Theatre
Pleasur
Friends.

Graham Furniture Co.
303 WALNUT STREET

TELEPHONE 185
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west state Lane News

of the boys are
schooL There
rowning of the
.n, teacher of
brought some
• e smaller chilelivered by the
xpress.

1

Mr. and Mn. W. W, Weatherpb .
tata ix. 'Friday, Dec. 19, 1952-,
amenisiind .
p The Fulton News
Page 7
I ford and sons, Wallace and James!
of Springhill community spent
The
Writings
Of
Former Fultonian
There were several at the State Sunday with their daughter and
Spanish War Vets
Mattis Dear
Line Mission over the week-end,Isister, Mrs. Edgar Grissom and
Dies In Metropolis
Elect New Officers
Mr
.
Grissom.
at all the services.
resi76,
Tom
a
former
Ferrell,
At a meeting of the Ken-Ten.
Frances Sutton is visiting
I thank the Lord Jesus that I
in
am yet alive. My health is 0. K. dent of Fulton, died last Thurs- Camp of the United Spanish Wit.
with the Rev. and Mrs.
!Norris Nylander. The Nylander's
and I am feeling fine. The Lord day, December 11, in Metropolis, Veterans held Wednesday, December 10, at the home of Mr And
have a new baby daughter.
bless me to start my crop and to Ill, after a brief illness.
Funeral rites were conducted at Mrs. Claud Linton an election of
finish it so now I am out of the
a
Little Bill Hicks, son of Mr.
cold. So on Wednesday, Decem- Walnut Grove Methodist Church officers was held with the followand Mrs. Willis Hicks spent the
ber 10th, I stood the test before Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock, ing results.
past week with his grandparents,
the
Commander, J. W. Brown, Sr.;
Mr. Billy
Butler and Mr. Joe with Rev. Don Kester of
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks, while
Thompson. So three
books was Church; of Christ in Fulton offici- Vice-Commander, J. E. Thompson
his mother is working at Baldthawed on me the last book was ating. Burial was in the church Junior Vice-Commander, T. E.
ridge's thru the holidays.
that awful check book and that cemetery under the direction of Ryan; Officer of the Day; EmMr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks spent
was the right book. I was satisfied the Akin Funeral home of Metro- mett Cosby; Officer of the Guard,
Sunday with her daughter and
Claud
Linton; Trustee, L. V.
when / seen what was coming to polis.
Henry
husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Survivors of the deceased in- Hays; Adjutant and
Quarterme
I
was
going
before
the
.two
FlowMrs.
Harris.
Flowers, near
white men I sung the song title, clude two children, Mrs. Ola Ed- master, George C. Hall; Chaplain,
ers isn't feeling too well.
"Now Lord" and He sure did hear wards of Metropolis and Bennie R. E. Pierce; Serg. Major, Alfred
Mrs. Edgar Grissom is on the
Lee Ferrell of Kansas City, two Cosby.
me.
sick list.
The ladies served a delicious
It is a fine thing to let Jesus nieces and a nephew and several
Don Collier is also on the sick
grandchildren.
pot luck dinner to those present.
lead you so now
Christmas is
list, but was able to go back to
nearing, so many has started on
school again Monday.
Phone 470 for Job Printing
Phone 470 for Job Printing
this }Tar's journey has gone to
Mrs. Thelma Grissom spent
their long home. I will say again, 1111114(11111111114141111111MIIIMMWAISItilltilltilltiliMINONMEONFININICOMPLIIIMIKIMi
Monday afternoon with Mr. and
"Thank you, Jesus."
Mrs. Elmer Hawks of Riceville.
He has
brought me from a
There is going to be a Christ- RAINBOW 'ROUND MY SHOULDER, new Columbia Musical at
mighty long ways and too it is a
mas tree at the Mission on SaturPe4400gal ICW4C,6i
Charlotte Austhe
Leine,
Orpheum
stars
center,
Frankle
Theatre
fine
thing
the
to
treat
for
pray for peace. Hope
day evening with
that
isn't
Santa
Christmas
if
probably,
will be fine with
children
tin and Arthur Frans. BIB Daniels also stars In the film, which is
Mrs. Johnanna and family.
to busy, he will be there too.
+ Slips
+ Panties
There will also be a Christmas
in the film, which is in color by Technicolor. Shoving Xmas
I went to my church today as
tree and a Christmas program at
it being the last Pastorial Day in
+
Brassiers
+
Hose
Eve and Xmas Day..
the Riceville Baptist Church on
1952. Sure had nice service. The
+ Hats
Tuesday evening at 7:30 p. m.
+ Gowns
Pastor's text was Psalms 116:16,
Everyone one is invited to atsubject, "A Servant of God". He
+ Sweaters
+ Robes
Christmas gifts and enjoyed the sure preached a true sermon, but
tend.
Dukedom Route Two afternoon
much.
very
together
+
Purses
be
it
+ Blouses
known
you
must
live
that
Taylor
Joyce
May everyone have a Merry you preach. Now about our PresiWING° NEWS
The weather has changed since Christmas.
+ Costume Jewelry
dent, I hope that he is a Christian,
+ Linens
Mrs. Dewey Fields
last week-end and we now have
if so everything will be alright.
Hopkins visited hog killing weather. Most everyMrs. Luddie
+ Novelties
BEELERTON NEWS Put your trust in Jesus, He is
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hopkins in one in this vicinity has their air
the best of all. He is so good to us
Mrs. Leon Wright
tobacco
3tripped
cured
and
or.
Clinton Saturday night.
we could not breath unless he let
_+_
Mr. and Mrs. DeWayne Webb us. Why not serve him. He is our
Mrs. Claud Ray gave a birthday the floor, some sold their's last
for
a
very
week
good
price.
and Lou of Salem, Ky., spent the all in,all, and it is a fine thing to
dinner one night last week in
Our Selection ofMiss Lila Mae Casey was the week-end with his parents, Mr. obey him and let him use you. He
honor of her sons' birthdays, Alis the best President of all, beand
Mrs. Wallace Webb.
guest of Mrs. Bertha
Rickman,
vin and Calvin Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwards, (Alla lieve it or not.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Washom Friday.
Prayer changes things.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and May) were week-end guests of
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Hopkins Saturday night. girls attended preaching services her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Howell.
KENTUCKIANS QUARTET
tne
Mrs. Haskel McNutt accompan- at Cuba Sunday and were
Our TruVal pajamas not only
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Hall of near
ied her son to Memphis to the dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Will make any lady smile with joy if she
The
Kentuckians Quartet from
bring you wonderfully soft cotPaducah spent the week-end with
hospital for a check-up Monday. Harold Wright.
Mrs. Tennie House spent Wed- her parents Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Paducah, Kentucky will be the
ton broadcloth - but a full
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Green and
guest singing group of the Hicknesday with her sister, Mrs. Tye Heincock.
finds one of them under the
range of vibrant solid colors!
Judy spent Monday night with Finley.
man Community Singing AssociaMrs.
Lamkin
Mr.
and
of
SpringMrs.
Dora
Mr.
Myatt.
and
And for added fashion-appeal
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart and hill spent Sunday with Mr. and tion Sunday afternoon, Deem
ber 21, 1952, from 2:00 to 4:00 at
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Washom family have moved to Mayfield. Mrs. Leslie B. Lewis
Christmas Tree!
-a piped border in lively plaid
and chil- the David's
Chapel
visited his mother at Farmington
Baptist!
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore called dren.
or contrasting solid color!
Church
at
Brownsville, approxi- 5
Sunday.
on Mrs. Walston Saturday after
Morris Hancock is making his
Middy or coat styles with cuffed
Mrs. Idah Yates visited her sis- noon. She seems to be improving plans to spend the Christmas holi- mately 3 miles South of Hickman
and
about
200
yards west of Kensleeves. Sanforized* of coursol
ter, Mrs. Nina Hart of Water ValMrs. Pearl Cooley and Lee days with his brother, Robert and
ley, Sunday. Mrs. Hart doesn't Johnson were the Saturday night wife in San Francisco, Calif. Rob- tucky Highway No. 311.
The public is cordially urged 1
seem to be improving.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Tay- ert is in the Navy.
We wish
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wright spent and invited to attend. There will I
everyone a Merry lor and Joyce.
_t
be
no admission charge.
The M. Y. F. met at the Bethle- the week-end with their parents,
Christmas and a Happy
New
CLOTHING CO.
le
hem Church, Tuesday night with Mr. and Mrs. Perry in Tennessee
Year.
+ 414 LAKE STREET +
1 Main Street
Phone 265 t
Jana Floyd in charge. There were and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wright.
from a beautiful decorated tree
t
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Clapp and were exchanged.
--60 TO CHURCH SUNDAY- nine present.
limitolommmmximmimmmmmmmmmismilmmwmmummmm;
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House visited children were Sunday afternoon
J. J. McNatt one afternoon last visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Leon OOMMOKMOINIEWOMMWMONMWWWWWilltMWWWWWWWWMOVISKWWWWWWIMMilltMWWWWWM
week. Mr. McNatt is unimproved. Wright.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson had
Mrs. Baynard
Bostick enteras their guests Sunday,
their tained the W. S. C. S. of Wesley
children and grandchildren, Mrs. Church
Thursday night in her
Emerson's sisters and brother and home. There were 21 present. Aftheir families. They exchanged ter an interesting prograrn, gifts

CHRISTMAS ATTRACTION

Mrs. Edgar Grissom

Rigiggigigingiggitci,cIayee
enjoy

SUNDAY-

solid

night's sleep!
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1

SOLID COLOR
PAJAMAS,

go was 4

ren's and
-ach week.

$33.75 up
HES,
HES,
SETS,
GHTERS I

COATS, DRESSES AND SUITS

Fulton I

•

HALL-WOOTEN
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FULTON

TODAY AND SATURDAY
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DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM

Leo Gorcey and

4
ce,
C

Gift Suggestions iplit

siti /04That
Man aa *0444 2441;

Dead End Kids

-in- -

"YOU'RE NOT
SO TOUGH"

Cig Mena Suits
Cit
Top Coats

e

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

39.50 to 59.50 1
1
,
__ 27.75 to 42.50 ,115

az
Cli Alligator Rain Coats
Dobbs Hats

8.50 to 15.75

_

Powers Model Slips

1
2.95 to 4.50 :50

Prim "Color-genic" Hosiery

.1=10

cic Satin Gabardine and Nylon Robes 9.75 - 14.50 %

e

Wilson Bros. Pajamas

3.95 to

Nylon Blouses

b.:45

7115

ig Sport Shirts by Manhattan
and Wilson Bros.

THE STORY OF A MIGHTY
EMPIRE THAT ROSE FROM

715

7t

8.50, 10.00 and 15.00 M

Manhattan Dress Shirts

Plus-Woody Wood Pecker and Comedy

Practical Gifts for Christmas 1

",13

ClIk

JUST A FEW OF OUR

Chenille or Bates Bedspreads

it
3.50 to 5.90 l
I
t
5.95 to 7.50

Corduroy Shirts

Bath Sets-Small Rugs-Blankets

A LAWLESS !AND!
Fine Wool Coat Sweaters

8.50 to 11.50 r)

Mens' Gabardine Shirts

Australian Wool Sleevless Sweaters ____1.95 w
tit Fur-Lined Gloves

1

Nylon Gloves

3.50 1
)
,1

All-Wool Turtle Sweaters

6.25 115
It
to
1.50 *
55c

ar
4ig Holeproof Socks, all styles

R

cg

ROBERT RYAN•11111A ANS

HUDSON

cki

Swank Bill Folds

3.50 to 5.00

Swank Jewelry, tie chains,
links,cuff link sets

tie

n

Fine Linen Handkerchiefs

1.50 116
7
/
6
__50c,65c and 75c Ii5

Wool Scarfs, ideal gift

sit

Ties, Ties, Ties

1.0 to 2.95
-

1,5

1.00 to 2.00 lit

ii
•
qi

When in doubt what to give use our

Carter-Buttenvorth

Latest World News and Champagne For Two

This Year Give Entertainment! Give Fulton
Theatre Coupon Books. Truly a Passport to
Pleasure for Your Children, Family and
Friends.

gift

Certificates.

ti
Cht

tog

1

A
7t
It
le

Clothing
296 Main Street

Fulton,

Mens' and Women's House Shoes
Meng' Dress Gloves

N

Mens' Fancy Handkerchiefs, all colors __50c lt;

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

Mens' Long-Sleeve Nylon Shirts

clips, cuff
1.00 to 6.00 slit

1 Initial Handkerchiefs,3 i nbox

Latest World News and Cartoon

Meng' Colorful Ties

F.00 St

AMOK MCOILIMMEICIIIIMIVOIC

ovincontmacourramincommuteciatiourirsimme

Do Your Christmas Shopping
For The Family At

1_
I KASNOW'S Department

Tel. 210

iffIVVVVVVVVVVVZOVILOVVVVVVA

flIetalinfillfiltilM11111.11111

$2.98 to $4.95

Store!

448-50-52 Lake Street
V
101111311111111141101/111710711117•101111
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Friday, Dec. 19, 1952

Hickman defeated the Arlington
Aces 83-85 at Hickman Hickman
broke looee in the first quarter of
the ballgame and carried the decision to the end.
Hickman
Donald Hammock,
point man
forward, was high
with 35 points. Helping out to
make the decision right was Harifits and
olci Garrison with 19 points
Charles Hammock with 10 points.
Arlington's tries were in vain
Hickman Wildcats;
against ,the
however J. Burgess racked up 35
markers for his home team.
24 43 67-83
Hickman
13 31 50-65
Arlington
Hickman (83)
10,
Forwards: C. Hammock
Moore, D. Hammock 35, Blincoe,
Kemp 8.
Center: Ross 7.
Guards: H. Garrison 19, Sanders 4, R. Garrison.
(Arlington (65)
Forwards: Perry 12, Pierce,
Mathis 5, Yancy.
Center: Jones 6, Parham.'
Guards: J. Burgess 35, F. Burgess, Tibbs 7.

fishing?" Kenneth replied, "Fishing".
—Donald Wright
--Donnie McKnight
—Evelyn J. Davis.
DEN ONE CUBS MEET
Den One met at the home of our
Den Mother, Mrs. E. E. Williamson last Friday afternoon. Denner Wayne Anderson conducted
the meeting. We opened the meeting with Roland Carter leading
us in the pledge. Denner Anderson called the roll and collected
worked on our
We
the dues.
Christmas project and also drew
nh.mes for our Christmas party,

which is to be next Friday night.
We closed the meeting with the
singing of Christmas songs. Mar
rell Davis furnished the refreshments.
Roland Carter, Reporter.

Milton School News

December 18, the
Thursday,
whole school will participate in
a Christmas program...
We are
CAYCE SCHOOL NEWS
hoping all
parents and friends
Everyone seems to be studying will come. Some students will exfor the six weeks test this week change gifts Friday.
and the mid-terms next week.
We are very happy to have a
new student, Robbie Lou Davis,
in the fifth grade.
We are all very proud of the
new piano and typewriter received today.
Marie Thompson and

all over the room. A Santa Claus
is on the door and they have a
Christmas tree, too.
Mrs. Buckingham's third
grade room has a sleigh and snow
on the door. They have a board
with a Christmas scene drawn on
it.
In Mrs. Allen's fourth grade
they have a Christmas scene, a
Christmas tree, and the windows
are decorated with sleighs.
Mrs. Nail's sixth grade room is
really beautiful. Everyone should
see it. They have a manger scene
on the bulletin board. They have
a Christmas scene, Decorations of
pine are on the window and door.
The tree is decorated very unusually with lollypops.
Moore's fifth grade,
In Mrs.
they have a holly wreath on the
Take the "IF" Out of "GIFT" Buying
and
scene
door, a Christmas
Terry Norman School
Send us your favorite
Christmas cards are scattered all
Choose Your Special Christmas Gifts
Newt
- we'll clean it
sweater
over the room. They, have pine
Decemafternoon,
Tuesday
On
on the windows and doors. They
this year from the wonderful collection at
really C-L-E-A-N! No
Terry
of
pupils
the
ninth,
ber
have a Christmas tree, too.
their
presented
shrinkage o r stretching.
Mrs. Bennett's sixth grade has Norman School
at the P. T. A.
a pine wreath on the door. Paper Christmas program
Our sperior cleaning methschool.
bells are hung all over the room. meeting at the
ods and experienced craftsgrades
different
the
of
Students
Also booklets of Christmas poems
manship combine to assure
and other Christmas drawings are sang Christmas Carols. Joan Carsang "Silent Night." Jeannie
ter
up too. They have a pretty Christyou satisfaction of service
Davis read about "The Christmas
mas tree.
and moderate prices.
Saint Luke and
In Mr. Cowan's seventh grade, Story" from
they have red and green crepe James Reed led in repeating "The
paper streamers. There are Lord's Prayer".
In closing the P. T. A. members
Christmas scenes drawn on the
students in singing
boa:d. They have cards pasted joined the
on the windows and they also "Oh, Come All Ye Faithful". Mrs.
James L Carter was the accomhave a pretty Christmas tree.
_ Mr. Bolin's eighth grade room panist.
Cynthia Campbell was absent
has bells on the door. The boards
are decorated with
Christmas from school last week because of
scenes. Red and green crepe pa- illness.
Here is a true joke: Mrs. Flemdrape across the
per streamers
Dear Jo:
have a
room. They
perfectly ing asked: "What does Norway
I
gone
Carr Institute has really
beautiful Christmas tree and it is need and have which helps so
in for Christmas decorations this the largest tree in the building.
many people make a living by
very
really
are
they
and
year
In Mrs. John's 8th grade, they
lovely, so I would like to tell you I have
Christmas
cards on the
about them.
bulletin
board. The boards are
In Mrs. Alley's first grade, there decorated with Christmas drawlaige Santa Claus on the door. ings and they have a Christmas
The first gi aders made chains tree too.
of red and green paper for the
In Mother's and my room( the
windows. They have a darling lit- seventh grade) we have the windtle Christmas tree.
with
ows decorated
pine and
In Mrs. McClay's first grade candles. We have a manger scene.
beautiful The boards are decorated
made a
they have
with
manger scene. They have a Santa Christmas drawings.
Claus on the door, as -well as a
Mr. Wyatt's office has streamcute Christmas tree.
ers of red and green crepe paper.
In Mrs. Lester's second grade, There are bells on the door.
they made a scene on the door of
We get out of school on the
the North Pole.
nineteenth and come back the
grade thirtieth.
In Miss Lowe's third
they have put Christmas cards up
On tile nineteenth we will have
Christmas program and then we
will have Christmas parties in
gift--giving... and we are ready now to
We cordially invite you to visit us.
each of the rooms.
make this your merriest Christmas
of
help
array
lovely
a
gathered
have
we
Merry
Christmas, Jo, to you
ever. Shop early this year; come now!
and all the rest of The News Staff.
smart furniture and furnishings for
Your friend,
by James B. Casey's no vly-decElla Doyle.
orsted Barber shop on Commercial Avenue and see how nice it
looks.
Hickman High School
Paula Hornsby, Reporter
The next regular meeting of the
P. T. A. will be held January 6,
1952 in the Little Gym.
The Board of Education held its
regular meeting December 16.
Lovely Frieze in the smart colors both front and
The high school
library has
paid $300 for new books this year.
back. Two cushion sofa; double coil spring conBasketball
struction walnut trim.
Friday
night, December 12,
(Others, In a wide-variety of covers, up to $318.00)
'
lfRigragigligir r.fili"Arrligigilglig.
gigilgirigliMiri

-Fulton High News

Boma Satterfield
(Too late for last week)
season is here at
Basketball
last and the Bulldogs started off
with a bang! Last Friday night
we beat Western (73-47) at Carr
Gym. Charles Sevier, our tall
center; was the high scorer with
a total of 31 points. Paul Argo and
8
Jimmy Lowry with 10 and
followed. All the boys
points
gave
played their best. The Pups
a good performance by winning
also.
Friday afternoon a big pep rally was held with much enthusiam
by all the the students and faculty.
The Glee Club sang on the WoChristmas
man's Club Annual
program last Friday afternoon at
the Methodist Church.
Tuesday morning at assembly
Christmas carols
we all sang
which was enjoyed by everyone.
Dean Crutchfield sent our library a copy of the Daily NewsMiner from Fairbanks, Alaska.
Thanks a lot, Dean!
had a big
Everyone surely
smile Wednesday the reason, of
course, is that we won the ballTuesday
Mayfield
game with
night (69-45) at Mayfield. Charles
Sevier was the high scorer racking up 23 points. Jimmy Lowry
Kimbro,
Donald
scoring 11,
10; and Paul Argo, 10. The Pups
they
but
44-20,
were defeated
made a good showing anyway.

We are proud to fakv, the4 we
have ap the raditatms we need
in our school. We will be out of
school for ten days during the
Christmas and New Year holidays.
Milton School wishei everyone
a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
Earl Gorden, Reporter.

-

Charles
Jacks°
Miami,
Albany
Rome,
Cinci
Chilli
Lansin
Jac
Chica
Grand
Bowlin
Lou'
New
Boston,
St. Pa
Hattisb
Gulfpo
Huntin

Mirrors Are Always I
Welcome
Plate glass mirrors add a distinctive decorating touch to
home. Plain, beveled edge
styles,

$9.95 to $29.95
Frame mirrors, all sizes, up
from, $15.95.
• Washers
• Ranges
• Refrigerators
• Hot Water Heaters • Frozen Food Lockers

—Wonderful Christmas Gifts—

Smart, mahogany - finish cocktail, end
tables. Always useful, always welcome.
Smart plastic covers.
Durable tapestry covers.
"Loaf-A-While" rockers, with
10•key or
full keyboard

ottoman; plastic cover,
We also have a wonderful array of

IT LISTS!
IT ADDS I
IT MULTIPLIES I

TABLE LAMPS
BOUDOIR lamps in assorted china and
milk-glass; pastel shades . . . from

TABLE lamps with
china bases . . . from

Here's the perfect Christmas gift for anyone who
must have accurate figures. Practical ... portable
... the Victor Champion is ideally suited for
farmers, salesmen, merchants, lawyers, etc. No
special training required to operate it. Totals up
to 99,999.99 Truly a top value at low cost.
•COMPACT • RELIABLE

$4.95

41

•EASY TO CARRY

FREE
*500 GIFT OFFER

•DURABLE

Como In today for details

•EASY TO OPERATE

Known for strength and beauty.
OFFICE OUTFITTERS
206 Commercial Avenue

Fulton, Kentucky

1:031
,OVV:043
:030:03/MOMCCOURCOUM awalatasnownsmasamrin•

hand

painted

WE HAVE PLENTY OF

PICTURES
Flora's and scenes in mahogany, blond or gilt frames, from

98c
Ovals in Jenny Lind, Southern Belle, Major Biddle

$4.25 and $7.85
SEVEN-WAY

FLOOR LAMPS
$13.95
Gleaming enamel finish; marbelized . insert base nite lite;
all-rayon shades.

WI that We
tefe We need
vM be out of
'a during the
✓ Year bollshell everyone
and a Happy
teporter.

Lgo

STATE INCREASES
PROPERTY VALUE
Total property assessments for
1952 in Kentucky were $3,800,182,063 an increase of $198,146,103
over 1951, according to tabulation

. BUY
EXTRA GIFTS
with tho dollars
you save by

GREYHOUND

irmk
LOW FARES
LIKE THESE
TO ALL AMERICA!

of county tax commissioner"
. reports by the Department of Revenue.
Jefferson
County's Increase
topped the 120 counties with $64,
342,357. Of this amount $62,163,907 was accounted for with
intangible personal property; ill,512,745 in real
estate; with a
drop of $9,334,295 in tangible personal property. Fayette County
came second with an increase of
$21,819,027 and Boyd with an increase of $15,317,538 was third.
The largest drop in overall assessments in the state was Bell
County
with $2,949,475,under
1951.
At the bottom Of the list in
total property assessments is Menifee County with $1,274,645
followed by Wolfe and Owsley in
that order.
The tabulation shows that real
estate assessments dropped in
20
counties, in 24 they dropped on
intangibles. Lower overall assessments were shown in 18 counties.

UNION BUS STATION
4th and Carr Streets
PHONE 44

a
GREYHOUND

'KW AMA* a 1911r is*Slabg her tree this year
with U. R.
fame 13oads-'the
trM a
ft" Pretty Neva Jane Langley
taws that Wasp=Pete aro poetical gets. whitewill
belp protect
tks isperity at is,eoustry.

A( 1•43.
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11
:
0
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The state commission conducted
a hearing on the railroad's petition on Nov. 25th, last.
City
Finance Commissioner
Fred Nailling informed The MessUnion City, Tenn.-The Ten- enger today that not one citizen
of Union City so far has voiced
nessee Railroad dr Public Utilities
an objection to the discontinuance
Commission recently advised The of the trains before city
officials.
Messenger that it had entered an
The Corporation of Union City,
order in
Nashville Tennessee through action of the board of
authorizing the N. C. & St. L. commissioners of the city, at the
railroad to discontinue operation hearing by letter asked that if
of Trains 5 and 6 between Union the trains were discontinued as
City and Bruceton after Sunday, they are now operated, the railroad should supply mail and pasJan. 4th.
senger service by
operating a
Thus, Union City will be left motor-dri
ven
coach
between
without passenger or mail servUnion City and Bruceton on apice on the N. C. railroad.
proximately the same schedule
The trains to be discontinued as the trains have operated.
Howafter final runs on Jan. 4th are ever, the state commissio
n's orthe one which leaves here
for der received here does not proBruceton at 8:15 a. m., and the vide for such service
to be given.
one which reaches
Union City
Mr. Nailling
said
that the
from Bruceton at 6:25 p. m.
city commission will discuss the
matter at its meeting next Tuesday and may again ask the state
commission to order the railroad
to give some type of substitute
Leading Brands in Popular, Reli- service in view of the fact that
gious, Hillbilly, Rhythm, Blues. transportation facilities between
Nashville and Union City by common carrier are poor.
CITY ELECTRIC
205 Commercial
Phone 401
Before the state commission on
an.O. Nov. 25th, the NC & St. L. railroad showed
that for
the 12
months ending with July, 1952,
the aggregate gross revenues of
these trains (exclusive of balance
of system revenues) were $22,939.24 and for the same period
the direct operating costs were
$54,832.06. The balance of system
revenues were $3,247.90. It was
further
showed
that for the
•
months of August, September and
October, 1952, the revenues from
these trains were somewhat less
and the costs were
somewhat
greater than the averages for the
;2 months ending with July, 1952.
It was further brought out that
the patronage of said trains is
very light.

•
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Give Perfection!
'Give

klerays

•

9
add a distouch to
cled edge

9.95

wino °MAGIC"MARGIN

Our payment

a

sizes, uP
5.

monk big machine
endbasun*
than
any
other portable

plan will le
interest you!

a

NOW N4 GRAY OR TAN

MUST BE ACCREDITED
Assistant Attorney General W.
Owen Keller held that parents
cannct escape provisions of the
compulsory
school attendance
law by claiming that their children -take correspondence courses
in an out-of-state school not accredited by the State Board of
Ediftiation. The law does not recognize
correspondence courses
from
non-accredited sources as
compliance with compulsory attendance laws.
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Nimblest Piece of Live Action
on Four Wheels
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Step

into America's all-new Action Carl Discover
for yourself the surging V-8 power. See how it snug'
down on curves. Teat the nimble change of pace
with Gyro-Torque Drive and flash-action "Scat"
gear! Here's a Power Packed Beauty that you will
drive with more pleasure, own with more pride, than
any car near its price. Take a Road Taal Ride today!

f
itA
.•
' 1•1.4

;.„t,

•
MN POWERED
Id eat Nigh hicall
New 14Q-b.p. Rad Ftam V-8
aniplas. WW1 alliatwit engine
damies is any American car.

Dodge up again* the most costly ears foe comfort safety and performance!
Match it with the light cars for easy handling, maneuverability and economy. Here's
a
dynamic 140-h.p. V-8 for the prise of a
Here's the Action Car for Active Americana!
Stack the new

thkg lob eMpa am.boors,sew
lotkoory Coolest mw
Plows
Wisdom whim Sae viallty. sow
Paper Look Sudo tor wag eamisiog
wade* sod tab ecemgowedo
That,two asdasd Tsgssalbs
Pcoloblo

HARVEY CALDWELL COMPANY
OFFICE OUTt1i t.ttS
•

Inuisance, just a noisy bundle of
UK SITS OUT BOWL
I
Little girls are the nicest things mischief. But when your dreams I Lexington - One of the most
that happen to people. They arelI tumble down and the world is a bowl-popular teams in the counmess, when it seems
you are
born with a little bit of angel- I pretty much of a fool after all, try during recent years,
Kenshine about them and though it ' she can make you a king when tucky will not be playing in a
wears thin sometimes, there is al- she climbs on
your
knee and j post -season bowl game this year
ways enough left to lasso your , whispers, "I love you best of all!" i for the first time since 1949.
heart-even when they are sitting in the mud, or crying ternTuberculosis kills more people
permental tears, or parading up than all other infectious diseases
the street in mother's best cloth- combined, it stands sixth among
cs.
all causes of death.
-44,Z
A little girl can be
sweeter
(and badder) oftener than anyTuberculosis can be prevented
at.`1;de•
one else in the world. She can and can be cured, yet 2,500 people
tin4ii Lkjitter around, and
stomp, and die of the disease every month in
make funny
noises and frazzle the United States.
your nerves, yet when you open
fig M. !Forgot St.
your mouth, she stands there deMaytag dots go
Christmas Seal funds support
mure with that special look in
SI
the tuberculosis prevention and Low down paymene5m.
her eyes.
A girl is Innocence control projects
and
"ay.
Easy
Terms
of
3,000
local
and
playing in the mud, Beauty stand
state associations affiliated with BENNETT FLE
ing on its head, and motherhood
CTRIC
the National Tuberculosis Associdragging a doll by the foot.
217 Main
Fulton
ation .
God borrows from many creatures to make a little girl.
He
uses the song of a bird, the squeal
of a pig, the
stubborness of a
mule, the antics of a monkey, the
spryness of a grasshopper, the
curiosity of a cat, the slyness of
a fox, the
softness of a kitten.
And to tap it ..iff He adds the mysterious mind of a woman.
A little girl likes new shoes,
ISPAND
party dresses, small, animals,
dolls,
make-believe, ice cream,
KENTKAY rolls's°
make-up, going visiting, tea parte
,ies, and one boy. She doesn't care
so much for visitors, boys in general, large dogs, hand-me-downs,
straight chairs, vegetables, snow
nalllwie wawa osester season
suits, or staying in the front yarc.
mama assess
Miaow
She is loudest
when you
are
thinking, prettiest when she has
provoked you, ousiest at bedtime,
quietest when you want to show
her off, and most flirtatious when
she absolutely must not get the
best of you again.
She can muss up your home,
your hair and
your dignity spend your money, your time and
your temper - then just when
your patience is ready to crack
'
her sunshine peeks through and
you've lost again.
Yes, she is a
nerve-racking

I

CLOSEOUT!
ROOM LOTS Of
WALL PAPER NC TRAINS TO
Regularly 45c to 60e
Roll
BE TAKEN OFF
20' 25'
30' ROLL
Hurry, Limited
Quentilles
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 Church Street
Phone 35

. •
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By Alan Beck

What_ finer gift than

moe
11!

I

WHAT IS A GIRL! 1The Fulton News

MN A

Phone 470 for Job Printing

One Round
Way
Trip
Charleston W. Va $10.95 $19.75
Jacksonville, Fla.
13.25
23.85
Miami, Fla.
20.05 36.10
Albany, Ga.
9.50
17.10
Rome, Ga.
6.95
12.55
Cincinnati, Ohio
8.35
15.05
Chillicothe, Ohio
10.45
18.85
Lansing, Mich.
12.30
22.15
Jackson, Miss.
7.40
13.25
Chicago, Ill.
7.85
14.15
Grand Rapids
11.80 21.25
Bowling Green, Ky. 4.05
7.30
Louisville, Ky.
6.15
11.10
New Orleans, La.
11.05
19.90
Boston, Mass.
25.30 45.55
St. Paul, Mimi.
15.15
27.30
Hattisburg, Miss.
8.70 15.70
Gulfport, Miss.
10.30
18.55
Huntington W. Va
9.95
17.20
(Plus U. S. tax)

muswiftweita
a

A

Dodge Illeedewbroek "6"Series
Sets the Pecs la High Style at Lew Cost
Flashing style and thrilling road action in the highly
oconomical Meadowbrook"6"&Asa.If you can
afford any new car, you can own a Dodge.
Prompt repair service on ANY
make of radio at City Electric!
Large stocks of tubes, transformers, speakers and other essential parts airways on hand.
Bring us your radios to be repaired.

0
ROAD TORT 7$0 stbottwo dio.erar,cvnts

New-All New

'53Dodge

Anenboops

Speeillegalow• and aquiprriont subfileg to Mono. anidiodd raaa.,

(I-1Y ELECTRIC::
SALES

-

SERVICE

()5 COM Mira I AL AVE

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY • 209 FOURTH STREET

1.
ATTERERY
(Osedlinneg Item page Ont)

adding Christmas cheer on our just wondering' how tb,ejf ever
kept the Arnica salve ou4 of the
mantel at home.
(M=
11.
1ilT—
f osa page One)
pie crust.
Riley Allen, Mrs. Carmi Glov- kin, as though whoever wrote it
TYPEWRITERS — ADDING Ma(By Linda Sams)
er;
Long time ago, you know, there
might
be
doing
a
little
we
went
to
wishful
Once
upon
a
time
chines — Cash Registers, Sales
Craddock's Store No. 13—
wasn't any such thing as the Pure
wishing.
"Dear
Santa,
I
am
a
litsee
a
lovely
lady
out
Union
City
Fulton
Service, Trade, Rent,
M. E. Garrison, Mrs. Lorene tle boy and would like for you to way. She's one of those ladies Food and Drug Act. Dr. King and
Seems like the Pilot Oak IndeOffice Supply Co. Phone 85.
conic to see me. If it's not too with an antique shop and you all the folks' who could concoct
pendents are still in the spotlight. Roberts;
Mengel Lane No. 14—
much trouble bring me a little know how that goes. Folks that a "brew" and the call it mediFOR RENT: Rent a new type- APARTMENT, store and offices The team has played 9 games and
Monroe J. Johnson, Mrs. Mary 21
/
2-hp fishing moior. Santa, I've tinker with those
things just cine could let their hair hang
writer or adding machine. for rent. Box 202, Fulton, Ky. are still leading the league. It King;
got a little boat, only weighs 250 have a habit of saving all kinds about what it would do. Not only
takes team work and that is what
Available by week, month or
pounds, and if you think this Mo- of things and this lady, Mrs. Oli- that, they would print it up with
FOR SALE: Wheat Straw 60c a these men have. Virgil Yates, Bondurant No. 15—
quarter. Low Rates. If you deHerbert Mikel, Mrs. Carl Mikel. tor would be too little then make ver Coatea is no different. Lands a cook book and if taking the stuff
bale or 50 cents a bale in lots really has been "racking" the
cide to keep the machine after
it 4/
1
2-hp.
Of 6 or more. Also seasoned oak points for this team. Yates is for- Sa.ssafrass Ridge No. 16—
alive she had a trunk full of the straight didn't work, just put it
renting it, the amount paid can
Martin
Kelty Conder, Mrs.
2x8 lumber 5.50 per hundred. ward. Every
"Also, I used to play around ciernedest things you ever read in a bowl of soup and see wha
boy on this team
be applied on the purchase
Conder;
Royce Jolley. Phone 11117-R-2. plays his best and has the attithe carnivals, and if you think a- and since we're on the "tetehed" hoPPenedHarvey Caldwell Co., 306 ComI
Madrid Bend No. 17—
bout it, bring me
some little side too asked if we could look
mercial Ave_ Phone 674.
ROOMER WANTED: Girls Only. tude that "we'll win this one too
Dan Whitson, Mrs. Joe Whitson. monkeys, and wheels and
around a bit.
Discovery"
for
Dr.
.King's
"New
if
we
play
ball."
things
Telephone 680.
Brownsville No. 20—
so I won't get so homesick once
And then all of a sudden we Consumption was concocted in
- Seems like the Fulton Bulldogs
Louise in a
Cecil Barnett, Miss
BARGAINS!
while. And don't forget my saw Dr. King's Guide To Health the 19th Century. Said he: Dr.
slipped Tuesday night when they Decker.
friend Owen to bring him some Book, the "household instructor King's New discovery is a sure
FARM LOANS
lost to Milburn. Jimmy Lowery,
blackstrap molasses abd yougurt, and family prize cook
and all
book". cure for consumption
Coal-fired hot water heater, pracone of their new members from
as he is duck hunting a lot ... Right on one side of the cover broncial affections of the throat
tically brand-new, with water
Cuba is taking the eyes of FulLong Termsyour little friend, Bert Ne ...." ole Dr. King is shown mixing up and lungs. Price $1.00" All thet
pipe fittings and what flue pipe
ton's; basketball fans. This,guard
we have on i,t. Going for less
We couldn't read the rest of the some kind of elixir to cure con- an no hospitalization either.
seems to know what he is doing
-Easy Payments
than half-price;
signature, but we wouldn't want sumption and on the other side
and is really helping the other
$10.00 CASH.
to print it anyhow. Might spoil like a Jekyll and Hyde he's in
members of the team. Charles
Mrs. Coates has moved her litchef's cap and mixing up bread tle antique shop to Napier's Store
his Christmas!
ATKINS, HOLMAN Sevier is still "hittin' um" most
dough;
if
the
elixir's
in
the
dough on the Union City Highway ana
of the time.
THE NEWS OFFICE
To Nell Pewitt: You shouldna he didn't say.
ANDTIELDS
together with other odd bits of in- Hickman High School was the
Commercial Ave. Phone 470
done it, but thanks ever so much
formation she gives us she says
highest scorer of the
schools
—Insurance-I was very sorry to hear tha for the lovely Christmas mantleMust be an awful lot of people there's another "Grandma Moses"
around with their score of 88.
DEEP FREEZE home Freezers,
had a hard time around the Fulton way, we pon- living near here, who we intend
Tuesday night when they rolled my good ole fisherman friend Bill piece. We've
MC SC.
Phone
Westinghouse Appliances, Moeasy victory over Cayce. Cayce Browning had_refused Gen. Ike's keeping the kiddies from peeing der who still have old Dr. King's to go to see come the restful seatorola Television at your "Apis still "playing ball", never fear. offer of a good position with his how its made, but its still intact Guide to Health Book, and we're son after Christmas.
pliance Headquarters".
City
Bobby Hendon and Roy Stewart bunch. It would have really put
Electric Company on CommerKeep your eyes on
scored 12 points each. Watch 'em Fulton on the MAP.
cial Avenue.
I guess Bill just does not wish
'
Boys!
to get himself mixed up in poliOur 0. K.
Let's
not
forget our full sched- tics for fear that we might want
BARGAIN: While it lasts Utility
ule next yr. with all these schools. to run him for constable or GovFir Framing Lumber- —2x4's,
Used
Car
Lot
for
When
these
boys return after a ernor or something. But if he
and 2x8's—Kiln Dried—$8.00
long and enjoyable
Christmas had accepted Ike's offer he would
per hundred. KRAMER LUMholiday, they will be ready and have been right in line for most
BER CO., Walnut St, Phone 96
bargains.
eager to win.
anything. I really don't believe
Seems like Clinton's
scoring Bill fully understood just what
POP PRICES PAU for country
forward, LeRoy Floyd might a swell position he was turning
hams; bring us your eggs. CITY MOTOR CO.
really be on the
beam. He down.
Sna,.'s Cate.
scored 20 points Tuesday night in
Rear Admiral of the I. E. R. B.
the game with Bardwell. Let's with very large pay—wear Navy
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
watch LeRoy!
•
Blue
suit with buttons as large as
and automatic models, $129.95,
Last Friday night in the Carr some of the wiznmin's new sumand up. Sales and service,
Interior
Institute gym Uel
ICillebrew's mer hats—all polished up so you
Bennett Electric. Phone 201;
gentler Petals
Blue Bulldogs played one of their could use them for mirrors. With
Vereisbee & lisreaselle
best games when they defeated the very swankiest of feed. Mint
FOR SALE: New Royal and RemAND SUPER
their twin-city rivals, the South Juleps and anything that Happy
ington Portable typewriters.
Fulton Red Devils. This was the Hogan has in stock. Barber, vaKEM-TONE
Remington and Victor Adding
third game and third straight win let and manicurist and probably
Machines. You can arrange conof their season.
sleep in the White House. And
venient budget payments. HarCharles Sevier was high scorer Bill all the Co-Eds wotild be af207 Church St.
Phone 35
vey Caldwell Co., 205 Commerfor
the
winners scoring 16 points. ter your autograph. Of course you
cial Avenue.
Kimbro and
Lowery racked 15 could refuse all but the prettiest
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maand 14 points, respectively.
and give her a pat on the cheek.
"oeireeve0
chine and electric floor polish
Al Hornsby was high scorer for
The County News would have
M
er and electric vacuum clean
the Red Devils with 11 points, been glad to engrave cards for
Del Monte
Florida
ere. Exchange Furniture Co. Bill.Terry, son of Mr. and Mrs. while Donald. Joe Parton was sec- you; reading — "Admiral Bill
Can
Phone 35, Church Street.
Browning, Ike Eisenhower's Row
Norman Terry of this city, who ond with 9 points.
D".
o Halves
5-11).29C
bag
Fulton
15 32 43-57 Boat Fleet". Sorry Bill. Of course
has
been
Assistant
Credit
ManaSAVE $100. New deluxe sewing
South
Fulton
when
we
saw
you
and
8
Ike
going
I2
18-35
machines. Lifetime guarantee. ger of the General Electric Credown the Potomac for an early
for
Consoles, Portables, desks. Uses dit Company in Memphis
morning spin we would not have
Milburn 65, Fulton 51
years, has been
Li Winesap
11 Singer attachments. Sales, the past three
The Milburn High School cag- let on that you knew us in our
repairs, parts. Write or phone promoted to the position of Cre- ers downed the Fulton
faded
dungarees
and
muddy
Bulldogs,
303
dit
Can
Manager
of
the
same
company
942 Cloar's Sewing Machines
65 to 51, at Milburn Tuesday shoes. Oh no.
and Service. Milan, Tenn. Free in Chattanooga, Tenn.
But that job would have paid
He will report to his new as- night.
home demonstration and trial.
Lowery, Fulton guard, led the better than selling second hand
signment
after
spending the
No obligation.
hankys and used shorts. Oh much
Christmas Holidays with his par- scoring for his team with 18.
CC Log Cabin
Milburn
Godchaux or Colonial
10 23 42-85 better.
ROOFING — Asphalt Shingles ents here.
Now that I have told Bill what
Fulton
9 25 36-51
and roll roofing — Galvanized
a disaster he really is I'll take mymetal roofing — wood shingles.
SEATING
self out to Dual William's Finch
Fancy Farm 59, Cuba 57
KRAMER LUMBER CO. 501
Pocahontas and after
The Fancy Farm Golden Go- on Lake
Walnut Street.
phers edged the Cuba Cubs 59-57 diving into it's life giving waters and scaring the man eating
Tuesday night at Fancy Farm.
Let us weatherstrip your winSwift Premium, Mayrose—Ready-to-Eat
Oven Ready
For Every Occasion
Fancy Farm
dows and doors. Futon Roofing
5 22 40-59 crappies, I'll lie on the bank in
Whole or Half
the
sun
and
ruminate.
Purpose
and
Cuba
& Insulation Company. Phone
15 25 38-57
—Bill of Harris Fork
557 for free estimate.
Whaaraw eve seed
Central
M,
Bardwell 44
Willey chain — ior
The Central High School Red
Krey's—Ready-to-Eat
isidoer sr evil:loaf
Oven Ready
Devils of Clinton
downed the
previa — erliegsee
Swift's Premium
Bardwell
Indians
dozes
54
to
44 Tuesye* seed a
day night at Clinton.
cor a hormeoncl—es
POUND
cos give roe doe
Central Clinton .... 7 19 37-54
type, sloe, color and
Bardwell
10 24 34-44
The following were patients. in
price ol clerk Nal
Famous Sliced
LB. CAN
the local hospitals Thursday.
will beet meet your
Mayfield
69,
Union
City
52
Fulton Hospital:
weed. See our comKenneth
Mason threw in 32
Old Fashion
John Johnston, Mayfield; Mrs.
plete 1155 et saapoints to
spark his
Mayfield Harold Gardner, Martin, Route 3;
Cardinals to a 69 to 52 victory Mrs. Ed. Brunswick, Hickman,
Ri-Chedda
over Union City at
Mayfield Route 3; Uel Killebrew, Fulton;
Tuesday night.
Route
OFFICE OUTFITTERS
Fulton,
Kenney,
Jonn
s.
Mayfield
15 28 46-69 3, Mrs. Edward
Ray, Fulton,
Fulton, Ky.
Union City
15 25 40-52 Route 3; Mrs. Donald Mabry and
baby, Hickman, Route 4; Mrs. NoS. Fulton 46, Cloverdale 38
ra Burns, Fulton, Route 1, Mrs.
The South Fulton cagers down- Hilbert Just, Fulton; Mis. Metlic
ed Cloverdale High 46-38 Tuesday Guynn, Fulton, Route 1; L A.
night at South Fulton.
Clifton, Fulton; Ernest Fall, Sr.,
ai 1 s
South Fulton
11 21 35-46 Fulton; Dick Montgomery, ClinCloverdale
13 19 26-38 ton, Route 1; B. B. Stephenson,
is
4
FRESH DRESSED
Fulton; Mrs. Emma Suggs, ClinHickman 88, Cayce 47
ton, Route 1; Mrs. Bob Pillow.
Hickman High School scored 28 Wingo, Route 1; Dewey Johnson,
BushP
points in the final period as they Water Valley, Route 1; Burford
English
Prudence
Mrs.
Fulton;
rolled to an easy 88-47 victory Sisson,
Janet
Moscow;
and
Hudspeth,
over Cayce High School Tuesday
Taylor, Fulton, Route 3.
night at Cayce.
10 LB BAG
Hickman
18 37 130-,--88 Haws Memorial Hospital.
Valley;
Water
Moore,
John
Mr.
Cayce
13 23 36-47
Stewart's
Mrs. Bob Morgan and baby, Fulton; Aaron McGough, Fulton;
Pilot Oak Independents
Moore, Fulton;
10 LB. BAG
Little Carolyn
Remain Undefeated
The Pilot-Oak Independents are Mrs. Billie Hill and baby, Fulton;
still
undefeated as they took Charles Sills, Fulton; Lula Mae
Orange Slice
South Fulton 44-33 for ibeir 8th Tharp, Fulton; and James Robert
Iceberg
straight win last Thursday night. Duncan, Fulton, Route 5.
The ball game was close 411 the Jones Hospital:
Mrs. J. T. Oliver, Fulton; Mrs,
way. The score was tied several
Ella Leonard, Martin; Mrs. M. D.
times.
Xmas Mix
Pilot Oak
13 19 30--44 Williams, Fulton; Mrs. Thulia
Jumbo—Paschal
Mettle Inc.
S. Fulton
11 14 20-33 Davis, Fulton; Mrs.
Little Susan Taylor,
Dresden;
Tucker, FulIn a hustling ball game played Dresden; Mrs. Julius
Jones, Cayce; and
at Dublin Tuesday night the Pilot ton; Mrs. C. B.
Mrs. Hardy Babb and baby, FulOak Indepenednts at the Purton.
We Clean all types of Seed. We Pay Top Market Prices for White and
chase League defeated- Dublin 7156. The undefeated Pilot Oak
Yellow Corn.
team led the score all the way.
MN!
14 31 51-71
Pilot Oak
Dublin .......____- 8 19 35-56
Funeral services are being held
o'clock
today (Friday), at two
Friday (Tonight's) Seehdule
at Union Church for Thomas WilCunningham at Milburn.
son Stallins, 74, who died at his
Heath at Reidland.
Crutchfield Tuesday
home in
Clinton at Hickman.
night. Rev. Routon will officiate
Bardwell at Cayce.
and burial will be in the church
Wingo at Cuba.
cemetery under the direction to
Fredonia at Trigg.
Whitnel Funeral Home. He was
Crittenden at Hebbardsville.
a member of Jehovah's Witnesses.
Fulgham at Western.
His wife preceded him in death
Mayfield at Princeton.
several years ago.
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MART':!-SENOUR PORI

Exchange Furn. Co.

Bill Terry Promoted
To Chattanooga Office

35' tie ORANGES
4igw

PEACHES N81.4.1/2

Oceanpray
CRANBERRY SAUCE

I

HAMS

Hospital News

/
QUICK!
fp, ram

MUSTEROLE

Harvey Caldwell Co.

cconcnectrancomagrounincircorigroa
WE HAVE

Every Day At Your Favorite
Neighborhood Grocery

SIMPSON'S
PRODUCE AND DRESSING PLANT

Phone 1541
Fulton
OVVVUOVVVVUIVUOVVVMOVUNIVUI

LB 49'

LB 41' TURKEY HENS
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for Christmas that are
Practical, Attractive - - Fostoria Glass
Heisey Glass
Johann Haviland imported china
Wedgewood Bone China
Royal Heidelberg China
English Semi-Porcelain
American Dinnerware
Mirro Aluminum
Revere Ware
Magnalite Cooking Ware
Cherrytone Ovenware
Haeger Pottery and Ceramics
Flamingo and Lime Pyrex
Electrical Appliances
Hall Teapots and Pitchers
Come in and see - - -

, and

A. Huddleston Co.
Main Street

Tuberculosis still attacks 115,000 persons
every year in the
United States.

As we are nearing the end of 1952
I would like to send each
friend and customer a Christmas
card and thank each one personally for making it possible for
me to have a successful Watkins business for over eleven years,
but that would be impossible, so I take the opportunity of
thanking God for health and
strength to work and each one who
has co-operated with me.
If you-would be interested in a
Watkins business of your own,
we have some vacancies in nearby
localities. See or write me
at once. I am in Fulton each Saturd
ay.

ELLA LEE HOLLY
Your Watkins Dealer.
Cayce, Kentucky

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
BEST GRADES-ALL SIZES
BEST QUALITY
K,

C A I;
Order Now-Have Plenty On Hand For
The Holidays Next Week!

CITY COAL CO.
-PHONE 51-

BODY SACHET
by Tabu
$1.50 - - $3.00

New DeLuxe men's shaving
kit
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Christmas Greetings - - Watkins Nationally-Advertised Products
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FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE (6
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proud parents of baby boy born
December 8, 1952.
The maternal grandparents are:
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Pierpoint
of Nashville, Tenn.
The paternal grandparents are
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't fort - - abbve all - a WHITMAN'S SAMPLER
Exclusive with us in Fulton!
1. 2. or 3-1b. boxes
Always welcome!
AIR/vIAID NYLONS
Five wonderful quality features
that have made them famous for
22 years.
Gift packaged
. $1.65 and $1.95 pair
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FLEX-LET
anizog
EXPANSION IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS-

MOST COMPLETE
STOCK IN WEST KY.
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—PLUS—
SPORTUOHT - CARTOON
and NOVELTY

Nem is the finest-meet
gift for service men and women,
sweethearts, teenagersfor everyone you love most.
And Flex-let is famous for
producing the finest qualifythe greatest volue for your money'

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
Roortirbotly
Citt packaged.
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207 Church Street

Fulton

COME

Fult

marriage of their daughter, Sue
Anna, to George Glynn "Buck"
Hurt, son of —ra. Geo--'e Alvie
Hurt and the
'Mr. "urt of
Route 1, Martin.
Billy Hill, Fulton
arents of a six
unce baby girl
14, 1952 at the
ospital.
e former Joyce

The bride-c' 't - s a • ..1ate of Martin P. -it School in t! e
class of D. 1 WA Bruce Bas1.• s
Institute in 1151-52.
She was
Mr, and Mrs Robert Ev it .tt of elected to t listed in "Who's
Route 3. Martin announced thei Who in America in College )ti-.ngagement
and apprJ iching dent Leadership 1952-53", while a
MISS SUE TERRELL
TO BECOME BRIDE OF
GEORGE HURT OF MART N

A lovely bouquet of
gay, colorful flowers
to pay "Thank You"
Or

a bright Poinsettia
for that sick friend
elf from our
the door. We
om Bennett's
ping tour!

and
always, clever arrangements
for the home, such,as
Table and mantle, centerpieces
of frosty-white foam with cute
prancing Rudolph candles, sparkling Christmas balls and bells,
which you MUST see to appreciate!

MAIN STREET

FULTON

PHONE 20-3

MEMBER FTD—WE WIRE FLOWERS TO ANY
POINT IN THE UNITED STATES.

szrq sat BROWDER

other side four different colored
candles were lighted reminding
us that God is also served by peoSpices, candy and cocoanut.
FULTON HOMEMAKERS
ple of all races.
Large attendance was present
ENJOY MEETING
Little Jen Ray Browder, popuMrs. Leslie Walker brought the
for the meeting. Gifts were exLAST WEDNESDAY
lar little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
devotional "Lifting the Light".
games played, and caroLs
changed,
Browder, was honored Jesus came to bring the light of
Charles
The Fulton Homemakers Club 1. sung.
Sunday, December 14 on her sec- faith, joy
righteousness, truth, met in the home of Sam Jones
ond birthday.
Mrs. R. L. Logsdon visited the
peoce, love and life.
last Wednesday.
She attended
Sunday School
Mrs. Charles Cannon and Mrs. club.
The topic "The Beacon's Light"
morning, the children and "Let Your Light So Shine" Chap Taylor gave a very interestSunday
the
closed with
The club
gathered around and sang "Hap- were discussed by Mrs. Arthur ing lesson and illustrations
a
on thought: "May we all have
py Birthday" and she received her
foods to be frozen.
peaceful, humble and thoughtful
Fite and Mrs. Larry Binford.
birthday pin.
Special music
was the solo, Each member decorated a cup- Christmas."
She was honored at her Aunt "The Light of the World" by Mrs. cake by
NORMAN HARWOOD
transforming it into
"Tebba's and "Way Way's" with Hehderson. Mrs. Mace Jett and snowmen, using
HONORED WiTH
marshmallows, —GO TO CHURCH 811hDAT—
birthday
which
lovely
a
dinner,
BIRTHDAY PARTY
Bizzle sang a duet,
Mrs. Ellis
consists of all the things little "Go Give and Pray". Rev. J. P.
Norman Harwood was honored girls like to eat.
Her parents Bright dedicated the "Gift to the
at a delightful planned party were also present.
King" offering.
honoring him on his tenth bitrhHre birthday cake, which formday by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. ed the centerpiece for the table, The grout Ltics1 assembled in
room where
Dean Harwood.
was a little doll bed with the baby the Sunday School
Popcorn balls and bubble gum doll lying in it, and the bed- the gifts had been placed under
was enoyed by the guest while spread over the doll was made the tree. The group exchanged
Sunshine
interesting
revealed
several
playing
from pink icing, decorated with gifts and
year.
games.
small
and the little friends for the
rosebuds
received
It was suggested that members
The guest of honor
whilte pillow was also trimmed in
of the church that would like to
many nice gifts. Cokes and dough- rosebuds.
send Christmas gifts to the Chocnuts were served to the following
Two little pink candles were taw Indians in Oklahoma. Rev.
invited guests:
Little
bed.
the
of
head
the
on
and Mrs. Raymond Kinslow will
Donnie, McKnight, Phillip Andrews, Jerry Carter, Hazel Gris- snow men made from cup cakes carry a trailer of material gatherand
heads
marshmallow
with
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
ed from different churches they
som, Sonja Babb, Donald Ray,
were at each have visited.
Buddy Rose, Billy Grooms, Wal- gum drop hats
Kentucky Funeral Directory* Burial Association, Inc.
Strive to spread Christinas to
Muzzall, place.
lace Shankle, Linda
Cynthia Campbell, Patsy Smith, Jen Ray received many lovely those in need.
James Reed, gifts during the day. She was
Susan McDade,
Johnny Phillip Merryman, Terry teady for bed early in the evenTaylor, Tommy Gossum, Harry ing as the excitement of the day
Pewitt, Tommy and Ray Har- was enough for her.
wood, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Nelson MRS. EDWARD WOLBERTON
HONORED AT LOVELY
the hosts and the honor guest.
SHOWER LAST WEDNESDAY

student at Bruce Business Lust!
tute.
Mr. Hurt was a graduate in the
class of 1950 from Martin High
in
School and is now engaged
farming.
solemnized
be
will
wedding
The
Thursday afternoon, December
25, 1952 at 3 o'clock at Utz. First
Baptist Church in Martin with the
Rev. Thomas Pope officiating.
Friends of the couple are invited to attend.

HONORED SUNDAY ON
EIRCOND BIRTHDAY

Wolberton was
Mrs. Edward
honored at a lovely pink and blue
hower last Tuesday night at 7:30
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Campbell at the Mt. Carmel Church by the
of Water Valley were hosts to a members of the Mt. Carmel WMl3
las+ and the "Y" Homemakers.
delightful turkey dinner
Wednesday honoring her brother
The honoree was presented a
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. lovely corsage of pink carnations
Hastings of Ypsilanti, by Mrs. James Sublette in behalf
Thomas
Mich.
of the hostesses.
Relatives attending were:
Mrs. G. C. Bard was the contest
Mr. and Mrs. Halford Mostead winner.
and Sherry, Mrs. Pearl Damron,
useful and
After the many
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Black, Mrs.
opened, deliDan Hastings, Mrs. Roy Robbins lovely gifts were
were served
and Danney, Mr. and Mrs. Chest- cious ..efreshments
er Hastings and Steve, Oce Hast- to the following invited guests:
ings, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Kaler; Mrs. Tommy Jones, Mrs. HerMrs. Bill Bailey, and Peggy, Mr. man Sams, Mrs. Harry Sams, Mrs.
and Mrs. Thomas Hastings, the Wales Austin, Mrs. Henry Walker, Mrs: Luby Howell, Mrs. Willguests of honor.
were; iam Kirnbro, Mrs. John Lucia,
Visitors in the evening
Mrs. Mrs. Bud McIntyre, Mrs. J. H.
Miss Catherine Lamb and
Vaughan, Mrs. G. C. Bard, Mrs.
Jonah Bennett.
E. C. Underwood, Mrs. Billy
Slayden, Mrs. James Sublette and
Mrs. Wolberton.
Sending gifts but not attending
were: Mrs. H. C. Sams, Jr., Mrs.
A. C. Butts, Mrs. Wendell Butts,
Mrs. Aaron
Butts, Mrs. Paul
Butts, Mrs. M. L. Herring, Mrs.
W. H. King, Mrs. Wilson Evans,
Mrs. Ray Fleming, Mrs. Jackie
Curd, Mrs. Wayne Hendon, Mrs.
Robert
Jeffress, Mrs.
Alton
Workman, Mrs. Leamon Cruce,
Mrs. Hiram Brown, Mrs. Pete
Nethery, Sr.,
Brown, Mrs. Roy
Mrs. Roy Nethery, Jr., Mrs. Abner
Richard Adams,
Dement, Mrs.
Mrs, T. D. Butts and Mrs. Virginia
Witherspoon.

Have YOU Been
A Hesitant Santa?
All Gifts
Beautifully
Wrapped
Free!

The only Vacuum Cleaner in the world

MT. ZION SOCIETY
MEETS LAST THURSDAY
FOR MONTHLY MEET

NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC CLEANER
with the amazing new swivel-top that
lets you clean whole average-size livlag room without once moving cleaned
You just see this new G-E Cleaner in the
middle of the floor, and reach every nook
and cranny without moving th• cleaner.
Many other great features.

The Mt. Zion Missionary Auxilmonthly
iary held its regular
meeting last Thursday, Decem29
ber 11, at the church, with
adults and 5 children present.
The President, Mrs. Arthur
Fite, presided over the business
session and reports of all officers
were read and approved.
Mrs. Odell Bizzle held the installation service for the new officers for 1953.
Henderson had
Mrs. Leland
charge of the program, "Lighted
To Lighten". The worship center
thc
was very impressive with
four symbols of Christmas — the
candle, the carol, a greeting and
the evergreen. These are suggestive of light, warmth, joy and the
spirit, which every Christmas
should reflect. On one side of this
were the candles of different
sizes, representing the fact that
God is served by all ages. On the

It's still possible to present her with a personal gift
from her favorite shop — Dotty's ... Gifts we have
gathered from the style centers of the world!

HOUSECLEANING MAGIC!
COME IN TODAY FOR A FREI DEMONSTRATION OF
All Styles. Sizes

And Prices
. . . Including the new

Standard revised edition. Largest
stocks in Western Kentucky.

Awthortzed Mohr

ELECTRIC
•
GENEW
VACUUM MANIAS

BEAUTIFUL Reg. $19.95 leatherbound Bibles ow sale at
$14.96
Others as low as $1.00

ari DRUG CO.

DRESSES
COATS
SUITS
BLOUSES
SKIRTS
SWEATERS
ROBES
LINGERIE
GLOVES
SCARFS
HOSIERY
JEWELRY
HANDBAGS

—.„

The Fulton News

Friday, Dec. 19, 1952

The group sang "Happy BirthThe wedding will be
day" as Nancy blew out the cand- on Monday, Dftemb solemnized
er 22, at 2
les and delicious ice cream and o'clock in the afterno
on at the
birthday cake were served. Each First Christian Church
irt Clinton
guest was given a story book as with the Rev. E.
D. Fritt, officia favor.
ating.
socurry —+— CLUBS —4— HOME MIMS
The guest list included—SanThe bride-elect is a graduate of
dra Stephenson, Jean
Burnett, Central High School and attendMONS 410
Ophelia Speight, Gloria Hinton, ed Murray State
College where
Carolyn Ruddle, Katie Brown, she was a membe
r
Patsy Fall, Linda Stafford, Judy , ma Alpha soroity of Alpha Sig. Mr T"'"r- --- is
MISS PATRICIA LAWSON
Mrs. Paul Choate, Mrs. William Moore and the honoree.
a graduate of
BECOMES BRIDE OF
Sanford
High
Henry, Mrs. Riley Allen,
Mrs. Lynn Bushart
sent a gift but School, attended Florida
FRANZ SIGEL WORKMAN
State
Ardel Fields, Mrs. Harold Rice, did not
attend.
University, and greuated from
Jr., Mrs. M. B. Major and Mrs.
In an impressive
candlelight
Murray State College. He is a
service held Skturday afternoon, Larry Simon of Henderson, Ky.
membe
r of Alpha Tau
MISS JESSIE MARIE HARDING
Omega
Following the reception
November 29, 1952 at four-thirty
the TO BECOME BRIDE
fraternity.
OF
o'clock at the First
Methodist couple left on a honeymoon trip GENE TAYLOR OF GLEAS
Invitations have been issued to
ON
Church, Miss Patricia June Law- to Sea Island, Ga., and a Caribout-of town friends only, but all
son, younger daughter of County bean cruise.
The engagement of Miss Jessie fr4ci
els of
Superintendent of Schools, J. C.
They will reside In Charleston, Marie Harding, daughter of Mrs. to,attend. the family are invited
Lawson, Sr., and Mrs. Lawsdn of West Virginia.
Russell Harding and the late Mr.
Hickman, became the bride of
The bride, a member of one of Harding and Gene Taylor, son of
CHRISTMAS BANQUET AT
Mr. Franz Sigel Workman, son of Hickman's
most
prominently Mrs. Ormond G. Taylor and the POST
HOME TONIGHT
Mr. and Mrs. Siegel Workman, Sr. known families, was
late Mr. Taylor, was announced
graduat
ed
The Rev. L. B. Council, pastor of from the University
ecently by her mother.
of
Kentuc
ky
Mrs.
J. G. Mullins, president of
the church, officiated.
The wedding ceremony will be the local Auxilia
with the class of '50. She was a
ry of the AmeriMrs. C. L. Maddox, Fulton or- member of Alpha - Delta Pi; so- at two-thirty in the afternoon at ...can Legion,
has announced that (A VISIT FROM ST.NICHOLAS)
ganist, provided a program of cial sorority and Phi
the
First
Method
ist Church here all members of Marshall Alexan
Upsilon
nuptial music preceding and dur- Omicron, professional honorary on January 18, 1953.
der Post and Auxiliary are inviting the lovely
ceremony. Mrs. sorority. For the past two years
The popular
ed to the Christmas banquet at
bride
-elect
was
Barrett Rice, vocalist, sang "Oh she has been affiliated with the graduated
from
Fulton High the Post Home tonight, (Friday),
Promise Me", DeKoven and "I extension staff of the University School In the
•
class of 1952 and December 19.
Love Thee", Greig. '
of Kentucky with offices at Eliza- was an honor
Members are asked to bring a
graduate. She is
Till
COLON
PICTURES
The bride, given in marriage by bethtown.
very active in the
MYF of the gift not to exceed 50 cents.
her father, was lovely in a gown
Mr. Workman, a graduate of First Methodist
IN
11111
DIMEN
SIONS
The
Auxilia
Church and has
ry is asked to bring
of camellia ivory satin with cath- Choate School and Princeton
Uni- served as president of the local all salads and desserts as the -usChildren &Hest to me their favorite pos84
edral train, bouffant skirt, accent- versity with tip,
The Niiiht Hakim Chnitoure "come to
"^ was group and secretary of the dis- ual proceedure.
ed with an imported Chantilly a member of the Key and
life" is pimallowhar.fon color, three cll.
Seal trict group.
The Post Home is lovely with
Inemien victoria a.thrMing storm
lace, front panel and calla lily Club, the West Virginia Society ian of the She was also historDistrict FHA club, and Christmas decorations by H. P. Lodachroinie amuse mounted in iamb low.
bodice terminating in traditional of Professional Engineers and
met View-Ileater Peel— for um he View
the was selected as the Junior
Wo- Allen and his committee who Winter
tapered sleeves of satin. Her only Appalachian Geological Society man's
illtereoecoma and Projectors.
scholarship winner.
.
worker diligently.
jewelry was a sin,* strand of He is affiliated at present
Mr. Taylor wsa graduated at
with
There
PARTIAL
will
be
UST OF OVIR 400 ROILS
Christ
mas
music
pearls brought from Tokyo by the his father in the oil and gas
Alloy In Wonderland (3 Reels) Mother Dorm
busi- Hickman High school in 1947 and and carols by the group.
bridegroom. She carried a cascade ness.
Day
at
anus
the
(3 heal)
spent two
Rain' Tole.
years in the U. S.
Aladdin's Lamp(2 Reels)
arrangement of white gardenias.
Cowboys
Army. He is now employed with
Tuberculosis kills more young
Sam Sawyer Adventures
Meek Carpel
Mrs. Billy Barry Wright, sister MISS NANCY OMAR
Christmas Story (3 Reels)
,the Western Electric and his home people 15 to 35 than any
Animals
other disof the bride, was matron of honor. HONORED AT
Rudolph, Red-Naed brio:law "Travel" lads
office is at Memphis.
LOVEL
Y
ease.
She wore a floor length gown of PARTY FRIDA
STEREOSCOPE $2.00
Y
limepeel velveteen, complementRIMS 33. weds
MISS EDNA '
4 " 'NDER
Miss Nancy Omar was honored
ed by a
3for $1.00
bonnet and
muff of
TO BECOME BRIDE or
matching velveteen and adorned last Friday afternoon at the home CARL
E. WILLIAMS, JR.
, with delicate pink camellias and of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Omar, Green Street with a
loops of pink maline.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. AlexThe bridesmaid included Miss delightful birthday party on her ander of Clinton, Kentucky anter HOME clad FARM
Betsy Anne Humphries, cousin ninth birthday.
nounced the engagement and apMachines
of the bridegroom, Deleware, The house was beautif
proaching
m a rri e. of
their
Ohio, Miss Paula Choate and Miss orated with Christmas ully dec- daughter, Edna Marshall, to
"The Rexall Store"
Carl
decoraClaire Mabry, Hickman and Miss tions.
E. Williams, Jr., son Of Mr. and
Fulton
Phones 95, 795
Barbara
Stewart, Tiptonville,
Mrs. Carl E. Williams, Sr., of BENNETT ELECTRIC
LI7 Mein
Tenn. They wore identical gowns
Sanford, Florida.
Phone 201
and bonnets in coralberry velveteen and carried camellia-decked
muffs.
The best man was Mr. F. Siegel Workman, father of the bridegroom. Ushers were: Mr. Harry
Humphries, Mr. Frederick
L.
Thomas, Jr., Mr. William T. Lively of Charleston and Mr. J. C.
Lawson, Jr., brother of the bride.
The bride's mother wore a slate
blue crepe with
Chantilly lace
yoke and sleeves, a purple orchid.
The bridegroom's mother chose
a powder blue chiffon
taffeta
with draped,
off-the-shoulder
neckline and a matching hat of
malesin. She also wore an orchid
corsage.
A reception
was held in the
church basement immediately following the ceremony.
Mrs. Dwight Marshall, Sr., and
Mrs. J. C. Lawson, Jr., presided
at the punch bowls. Hostesses included Mrs. Claud
Middleton,

Interests

NOW AT

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO

CONSTELLATION
"Speed Cooking" Range

with PUSHBUTTONS!
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EVANS DRUG CO.

Never before at this price!
Roast a 30-lb turkey and bake
three 8-inch pies at the same time!
Broil your hamburgers or steaks
—and bake potatoes or dessert—
at the same time!
If you like to cook (or if you
don't like to cook) — this is the
range for youl,

249.95
Liberal Allowanec f ar
Your Old Range. As little as S2.90 per week after down payment.

LIMITED QUANTITIES! SEE IT TODAY!

208 LAKE STREET

TELEPHONE I

Authorized Dealer

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
RANGES

Otill:11:114041240:4#:0:0
MCIMIMPR.CriginiECIRCOICARrainiKilliggitICOMMOligini
gig.

You can't mar its
matchless beauty!

Ecolorpoyigcccrowcfgrw.m.r.ccrincincigigicricomin4
Christmas Gifts For Childreii
his 9•fianid
DRESSES
•

SWEATER SETS
BLANKETS
.BOOTEES

Csi
C
l
g

Ci4

House Shoes
Gowns
Robes

you migli

Buying Furniture For

SHAWLS

Skirts

Anklets
Sweaters
Blouses

Dresses

CHRISTMAS?
uaranteed*
Washable!

•Tests have shown that Super
Kern -Tone will withstand repeated washing with useful
house'hold cleaners without
impairing its beauty.

Scarfs
Socks
Jackets
4
g.

Ties

Wallets
Pajamas
Sweaters 41°
Shirts
Cowboy Suits
Belts

Have a n
you've meat

Let us show you our beautiful pieces for every room in
the house.
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Pajamas
Panties
Gloves
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303 WALNUT STREET
'It's a Boy!
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